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Abstract 
 
MUSICAL REGULARITY AND RHYTHMIC PATTERNS: A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 




Adviser: Professor Ofer Tchernichovski 
Birdsong is a complex, learned behavior that, like music, has meaningful units at multiple 
timescales. Birds perform by constructing extended presentations of their phrase repertoire. Each 
bird’s repertoire is built from small units, such as syllables, or groups of syllables with 
characteristic pitch, rhythm, and timbre. Like a musician each bird has its unique structure of 
performance that communicates its individual identity. Also contained within a bird’s 
performance, is information about its group identity and species identity. Like a musician’s 
performance, a bird’s singing affects the behavioral state of listeners—birds perform to attract 
mates and defend territory.  
Subjectively, many can appreciate birdsong as musical but what evidence is there that birds have 
music? What parameters can be chosen to test the presence of musicality in birdsong? Are there 
quantitative ways to demonstrate musicality in birdsong? 
In this study I test quantitatively for the presence of musical structure in birdsong by homing in 
on two distinct features: structural balance and groove. Music is known for its characteristic 
balance between complexity and regularity. Groove, in the context of genres such as jazz offers a 
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unique, visceral parameter that is known to vary in nuanced ways. I test for musical features 
based on understanding of how these two parameters manifest in music. 
Like music, birdsong affects the behavioral state of conspecifics, but what is it in the acoustic 
signal that serves to affect the behavioral state of bird listeners in a desired manner? By 
investigating extensive song databases of birds’ singing performances, I developed methods that 
facilitate a deeper understanding of what structures are present within song performances and 
why they may arise. A key feature of these methods is the capacity for multimodal data 
processing, as well as analysis at micro and macro levels simultaneously. This facilitates an 
understanding of the relationship between units and performance level structure. I studied two 
species to test for the presence of musicality within their vocalizations. In the Australian pied 
butcherbird I investigated temporal regularity in phrase types and demonstrated a characteristic 
balance analogous to that found in music. In the thrush nightingale I studied regularity in song 
rhythms and found that performance nuances used in groove rhythms follow similar principles in 
the context of music and birdsong alike. 
Australian pied butcherbird song phrases are built from the rearrangement of shared motifs 
(syllables or stereotyped groupings of notes). If the function of these motifs is to increase the 
repertoire of different phrase types, then transition probabilities between phrase types should 
capture most of the structure of singing performances. Alternatively, phrase types can be seen as 
varied presentations of shared themes, as often is the case in music. If this is the case, temporal 
regularity in performing shared motifs should be observed beyond phrase types, as if the 
transitions between phrases are designed to ‘organize’ those motifs over longer time scales.  
I tested which of those two views can explain more statistical regularity during entire singing 
performances of wild Australian pied butcherbirds, including thousands of song syllables 
recorded without interruption for each bird. I found that all birds produced several highly 
stereotyped phrase types. Most phrase types produced by each bird had shared motifs. 
Throughout the performance, the temporal gap between a motif’s reappearance was much more 
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regular than what was expected by chance. In contrast, regularity in the performance of phrase 
types was much weaker. I developed a statistical estimate of the extent to which transition 
probabilities between phrase types are ‘optimized’ to maximize regularity in the repetition of 
shared motifs. I found that the phrase-types syntax is selective in achieving a regular repetition of 
shared motifs over the entire singing performance of the bird. This effect was stronger in birds 
with a richer song repertoire, suggesting the intriguing possibility that birds may regulate the 
temporal diversity of dominant themes in their singing performance in a manner that takes their 
repertoire size into account.  
The thrush nightingale is a distant relative of the pied butcherbird so it would be surprising to 
find similarities in the deep structure of the two species. I test whether or not thrush nightingales 
distribute motifs throughout a performance uniformly as butcherbirds do. I found that thrush 
nightingales exhibit more regularity in their distribution of phrase types than what is expected 
from chance. However, I failed to find a distribution of motif types that was balanced against 
repertoire size. The thrush nightingale ends many of its song phrases with buzzes (or rattles). 
Upon closer inspection these buzzes emerge from a diversity of repetitive rhythmic patterns of 
clicks. These clicks are repeated at a regular pace, or in rhythmic groups of two, three, and four 
or more and they sound like the complex grooves of a jazz drummer.   
I tested whether or not these patterns contain timing relationships that coincide with small integer 
ratios and found a no significant bias for small integer ratios. I tested whether or not the range of 
rhythmic ratios used could be explained by any systematic trend. I tested whether or not thrush 
nightingales, like jazz drummers adjust their “swing ratio” according to tempo.  Swing ratio is a 
term that describes the non-isochronous manner in which jazz musicians interpret eighth note 
rhythms, using a “long-short” pattern instead of equal timing between beats. Jazz drummers tend 
to use a longer long segment at slow tempos and more even segments at fast tempos. I found that 
thrush nightingales have a significant tendency to adjust the swing ratio in the same manner. 
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  REPRESENT	  THE	  FIRST	  FIVE	  ROWS	  OF	  C.	  C,	  256	  PHRASES	  STACKED	  FROM	  TOP	  TO	  BOTTOM	  IN	  THE	  ORDER	  THAT	  THE	  
BIRD	  SANG	  THE	  PHRASES.	  D,	  THE	  SAME	  PHRASES	  AS	  IN	  PANEL	  C,	  SORTED	  INTO	  SIMILAR	  GROUPS,	  USING	  A	  SPIKE-­‐SORTING	  
ALGORITHM.	  E,	  THE	  SET	  OF	  PHRASES	  IN	  PANEL	  C	  REPRESENTED	  AS	  SPIKE	  TRAINS.	  THE	  SPIKES	  COINCIDE	  WITH	  PEAKS	  IN	  
THE	  DERIVATIVE	  OF	  AMPLITUDE	  ABOVE	  A	  THRESHOLD.	  F,	  THE	  ROWS	  OF	  SPIKES	  FROM	  PANEL	  C	  ARE	  REORGANIZED	  BY	  THE	  
ALGORITHM	  INTO	  SIMILAR	  SPIKE	  TRAINS.	  THEN	  THE	  ROWS	  FROM	  PANEL	  C	  CAN	  REPLACE	  THE	  SPIKE	  TRAINS	  THAT	  
REPRESENT	  THEM	  IN	  PANEL	  F	  TO	  FORM	  THE	  PLOT	  IN	  PANEL	  D.	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  30	  
FIGURE	  3.3	  EXAMPLE	  RASTER	  PLOTS	  FROM	  COHORT	  1.	  THE	  RASTER	  PLOTS	  ARE	  IN	  PAIRS—UNSORTED	  (SINGING	  ORDER)	  ON	  THE	  
LEFT	  AND	  SORTED	  ON	  THE	  RIGHT.	  PLOTS	  REVEAL	  A	  PATTERN	  OF	  UNIFORMITY	  IN	  THE	  UNSORTED	  PLOTS	  YET	  SEVERAL	  
UNIQUE	  PHRASE	  TYPES	  IN	  THE	  SORTED	  PLOTS.	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FIGURE	  3.4	  EXAMPLE	  RASTER	  PLOTS	  FROM	  COHORT	  2.	  THE	  RASTER	  PLOTS	  ARE	  IN	  PAIRS—UNSORTED	  (SINGING	  ORDER)	  ON	  THE	  
LEFT	  AND	  SORTED	  ON	  THE	  RIGHT.	  PLOTS	  REVEAL	  A	  PATTERN	  OF	  UNIFORMITY	  IN	  THE	  UNSORTED	  PLOTS	  YET	  SEVERAL	  
UNIQUE	  PHRASE	  TYPES	  IN	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FIGURE	  3.5	  CLASSIFYING	  MOTIFS	  AND	  PHRASES.	  A,	  EXAMPLES	  OF	  REUSED	  PORTIONS	  OF	  PHRASES	  (A.K.A.	  “MOTIFS”).	  PHRASE	  
NUMBERS	  AT	  THE	  LEFT	  OF	  EACH	  SONOGRAM	  REFER	  TO	  THE	  POSITION	  OF	  THE	  PHRASE	  IN	  THE	  PERFORMANCE	  ORDER.	  
MOTIFS	  (RED,	  BLUE,	  AND	  GREEN)	  CAN	  BE	  FOUND	  IN	  DIFFERENT	  CONTEXTS	  DEPENDING	  ON	  THE	  PHRASE	  THEY	  ARE	  IN.	  RED	  
IS	  FOUND	  BOTH	  NEAR	  THE	  BEGINNING	  OF	  SOME	  PHRASES	  AS	  IN	  PHRASES	  1,	  2,	  AND	  10	  AS	  WELL	  AS	  IN	  THE	  MIDDLE	  OF	  
OTHER	  PHRASES	  AS	  IN	  PHRASE	  3.	  BLUE	  CAN	  SOMETIMES	  FOLLOW	  RED	  AS	  IN	  PHRASES	  1	  AND	  3	  BUT	  DOES	  NOT	  ALWAYS	  
FOLLOW	  RED	  AS	  IN	  PHRASE	  10.	  IN	  ADDITION,	  BLUE	  CAN	  BE	  SEEN	  IN	  A	  COMPLETELY	  DIFFERENT	  CONTEXT	  EXEMPLIFIED	  IN	  
PHRASE	  11.	  FINALLY,	  GREEN	  CAN	  BE	  FOUND	  TOWARDS	  THE	  BEGINNING	  OF	  A	  PHRASE	  AS	  IN	  PHRASE	  3	  BUT	  CAN	  ALSO	  COME	  
SOON	  AFTER	  RED	  AS	  IN	  PHRASE	  10.	  B,	  PHRASES	  OF	  BIRD	  2	  IN	  THE	  ORDER	  THAT	  THE	  BIRD	  SANG	  THEM	  (TOP	  TO	  BOTTOM).	  
C,	  ENLARGEMENTS	  OF	  THE	  FIRST	  FIVE	  PHRASES	  FROM	  B,	  HIGHLIGHTING	  MOTIF	  REUSE.	  IN	  THIS	  BIRD,	  MOTIF	  1	  CAN	  BE	  
FOLLOWED	  BY	  MOTIF	  2	  AS	  SEEN	  IN	  PHRASES	  3	  AND	  4.	  BUT	  MOTIF	  1	  CAN	  ALSO	  BE	  FOLLOWED	  BY	  MOTIF	  3	  OR	  BY	  MOTIF	  3	  
AND	  THEN	  4	  AS	  SEEN	  IN	  PHRASE	  5.	  FINALLY	  MOTIF	  5	  COMPRISES	  AN	  ENTIRE	  PHRASE.	  D.	  PHRASES	  FROM	  B	  ARE	  SORTED	  
INTO	  SIMILAR	  GROUPS.	  THIS	  BIRD	  WITH	  RELATIVELY	  SIMPLE	  STRUCTURE	  CAN	  BE	  USED	  TO	  VISUALIZE	  THE	  MOTIFS	  A	  BIRD	  
USES	  IN	  HIS	  PHRASES.	  THERE	  ARE	  5	  MOTIFS	  FOUND	  FOR	  THIS	  BIRD,	  HIGHLIGHTED	  BY	  RED	  BOXES.	  THEY	  ARE	  RECOMBINED	  
TO	  FORM	  THE	  PHRASES	  IN	  C.	  THREE	  MAIN	  PHRASE	  TYPES	  ARE	  LABELED	  AT	  THE	  RIGHT	  OF	  PART	  D	  (PHRASE	  TYPES	  A,	  B,	  
  xiv 
AND	  C),	  E,	  PHRASES	  OF	  THE	  SAME	  BIRD	  AS	  IN	  E	  AND	  F	  IN	  THE	  ORDER	  THAT	  THE	  BIRD	  SANG	  THE	  PHRASES	  (TOP	  TO	  
BOTTOM).	  F,	  ENLARGEMENTS	  OF	  FIVE	  PHRASES	  FROM	  E,	  HIGHLIGHTING	  MOTIF	  REUSE.	  G,	  A	  SIMILAR	  PLOT	  TO	  D	  EXCEPT	  IT	  
REPRESENTS	  A	  BIRD	  WITH	  MORE	  COMPLEX	  STRUCTURE.	  RED	  BOXES	  DO	  NOT	  HIGHLIGHT	  MOTIFS	  AS	  IN	  F	  BECAUSE	  THE	  
FIGURE	  WOULD	  BECOME	  TOO	  COMPLEX	  (THERE	  ARE	  35	  MOTIFS	  LOCATED	  IN	  MULTIPLE	  CONTEXTS).	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  35	  
FIGURE	  3.6	  TEMPORAL	  REGULARITY	  IN	  PHRASES	  VS.	  SHARED	  MOTIFS.	  A	  BINARY	  GRAPH	  SHOWS	  REUSE	  OF	  PHRASE	  C	  IN	  AN	  
ENTIRE	  PERFORMANCE	  (256	  PHRASES)	  A,	  WHEN	  SHUFFLING	  PHRASES	  VS.	  B,	  USING	  THE	  BIRD’S	  ORIGINAL	  PHRASE	  
ORDERING.	  C,	  A	  BINARY	  ANALYSIS	  OF	  D,	  THE	  FIRST	  7	  PHRASES,	  MARKING	  USE	  OF	  PHRASE	  C	  WITH	  FILLED	  BOXES.	  THE	  
INTERPHRASE-­‐INTERVAL	  QUANTIFIES	  THE	  NUMBER	  OF	  PHRASES	  BETWEEN	  OCCURRENCES.	  E-­‐G,	  SAME	  AS	  IN	  A-­‐C,	  (MIRROR	  
ORDER)	  EXCEPT	  SHOWING	  REUSE	  OF	  A	  MOTIF	  (HIGHLIGHTED	  BY	  THE	  RED	  BOXES	  IN	  D.	  H,	  SHUFFLED	  PHRASES	  DO	  NOT	  
ACHIEVE	  THE	  SAME	  PHRASE	  REGULARITY	  (MEASURED	  BY	  CV*PH),	  HOWEVER	  THE	  EFFECT	  IS	  WEAK.	  I,	  MOTIF	  DISTRIBUTION	  
IS	  MORE	  REGULAR	  THAN	  PHRASE	  DISTRIBUTION	  WITHIN	  A	  PERFORMANCE	  WHEN	  COMPARED	  TO	  WITHIN	  SHUFFLED	  PHRASE	  
ORDER.	  J,	  THE	  BIRD’S	  PHRASE	  ORDERING	  ACHIEVES	  SIGNIFICANTLY	  MORE	  REGULAR	  MOTIF	  DISTRIBUTION	  THAN	  DOES	  
SHUFFLED	  PHRASE	  ORDER	  (MEASURED	  BY	  CV*M).	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  37	  
FIGURE	  3.7	  COMPLEXITY	  IS	  COUNTERBALANCED	  BY	  REGULARITY	  IN	  SHARED	  MOTIFS.	  A,	  TOP-­‐LEFT:	  SIMULATED	  BIGRAM	  
TRANSITION	  MATRIX	  OF	  PHRASES;	  BOTTOM-­‐LEFT:	  TRANSITION	  DIAGRAM	  BETWEEN	  TWO	  PHRASES.	  RIGHT:	  PERMUTED	  
TRANSITIONS	  MATRIX	  AND	  PERMUTED	  TRANSITION	  DIAGRAM.	  B,	  FOR	  EACH	  PERMUTED	  MATRICES	  (P1,	  P2…)	  THE	  CV*M	  
[SYNTH-­‐PERMUTED]	  IS	  CALCULATED	  (TOP)	  AND	  THEN	  SORTED	  FROM	  LOWEST	  TO	  HIGHEST	  (BOTTOM).	  SORTING	  SITUATES	  THE	  
RANK	  OF	  THE	  BIRD’S	  BIGRAM	  MARKOV	  MODEL	  (BIRD)—CV*M	  [SYNTH-­‐BIRD],	  (BLACK	  CIRCLE)—WITH	  RESPECT	  TO	  THE	  
POTENTIAL	  RANGE	  OF	  TEMPORAL	  VARIABILITY	  OF	  THAT	  BIRD.	  C,	  THE	  PROCESS	  OUTLINED	  IN	  B	  IS	  APPLIED	  TO	  ONE	  BIRD—
THE	  BIRD’S	  CV*M	  [SYNTH-­‐BIRD]—IS	  RANKED	  4	  (OUT	  OF	  100).	  THE	  DISTANCE	  BETWEEN	  THE	  BIRD’S	  RANK	  AND	  MEDIAN	  RANK	  
ESTIMATES	  THE	  EFFORT	  REQUIRED	  TO	  PRODUCE	  THE	  LOW	  CV*.	  D,	  AS	  IN	  C,	  ACROSS	  ALL	  BIRDS.	  DOTTED	  LINE	  SHOWS	  THE	  
CORRELATION	  BETWEEN	  THE	  BIRD’S	  RANK	  AND	  CV*M	  [SYNTH-­‐BIRD].	  E,	  BIRDS	  WITH	  HIGHER	  TRANSITIONAL	  COMPLEXITY	  
BALANCE	  IT	  WITH	  INCREASED	  REGULARITY	  IN	  MOTIF	  PRODUCTION.	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FIGURE	  4.1	  COMPARISON	  BETWEEN	  BUTCHERBIRD	  AND	  THRUSH	  NIGHTINGALE	  PERFORMANCE	  REPERTOIRE.	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  (BOTTOM	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  OF	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  AND	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  (RIGHT	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  A,	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  C	  AND	  G	  SHOW	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  IN	  PERFORMANCE	  ORDER	  AND	  B,	  F	  D	  AND	  H	  SHOW	  PHRASES	  SORTED	  INTO	  TYPES.49	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  4.2	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FIGURE	  4.3	  REUSABLE	  MOTIFS	  IN	  THE	  THRUSH	  NIGHTINGALE	  SONG.	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  4.5	  COMPARING	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  NIGHTINGALE	  AND	  BUTCHERBIRD	  SONG	  PERFORMANCES.	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  DISTRIBUTION	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  A	  PERFORMANCE	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  RHYTHMIC	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  THRUSH	  NIGHTINGALE.	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FIGURE	  4.7	  DUOS	  IN	  NIGHTINGALE	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  A,	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1. Introduction 
1.1 Music vs. natural sounds: what is music and do birds have it? 
Although music is difficult to define it is often perceived as though it is “segmented into units of 
all sizes, of patterns of strong and weak beats, of thematic relationships…of tension and 
repose…” (Lerdahl et al., 1983). According to vague criteria, such as those mentioned above, 
bird vocalizations can sometimes evoke musical perception (Baptista & Keister, 2005;  
Rothenberg, 2006). However, subjective reports alone cannot lead us to a clear perspective on 
whether or not birds “have music.” How can we judge then if complex vocalization produced by 
an alien species is musical or not?  
The musical scale is a universal building block of many musical compositions across cultures, 
and it seems natural to start by asking if any sort of musical scale can be detected in birdsong. 
But what exactly do we mean by ‘musical scale’? A scale is a selection of pitches that one can 
recombine to sound simultaneously or in series when creating a musical composition (Benward 
& Saker, 2007; Patel, 2010; Tierney, Russo, & Patel, 2011). Pythagoras, circa 500 BC is 
associated with the establishment of the diatonic scale (Figure 1.1) based on the harmonic series 
(von Helmholtz, 1912). Given one pitch to start with, this scale can be constructed from the first 
seven other pitches whose frequencies form the simplest whole number ratios with it (D Deutsch, 
1999). From lowest to highest frequency these pitches are often exemplified as seven white 
piano keys starting from C, and are considered a pattern of “whole steps” and “half steps.”  
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Figure 1.1 The diatonic scale. Letter names, frequency ratios and identification of whole (W) or half (H) 
steps in the sequence.  
The diatonic or “major” scale has been used in many scientific studies of music (Cohen, 1991; 
Deliege, 1987; Krumhansl & Keil, 1982); however, some cultures have developed scales 
independently of the diatonic scale (Ellis, 1885), some of which are unrelated to the harmonic 
series (Lerdahl et al., 1983; Rouget & Schwarz, 1968). Qualitative observations (Baptista & 
Keister, 2005) have suggested that some songbirds construct their songs using the diatonic scale, 
but no quantitative evidence were presented to support this claim.  
A more recent quantitative study claimed that no musical scales can be detected even in the song 
of the nightingale wren—a species whose song is considered particularly ‘musical’ (Araya-Salas, 
2012). The nightingale wren’s song consists of a single stereotyped series of nearly pure-tone 
notes at different pitches (Araya-Salas, 2012). Measuring the pitch of each note and calculating 
the intervals between consecutive pitches failed to detect consistent use of integer ratio intervals, 
using either the chromatic, diatonic, or pentatonic scales. Instead, pitch intervals appear to be 
uniformly distributed across the spectrum of possibilities. Therefore, we can reject any null 
hypothesis suggesting these typical musical scales might exist in the songs of this species.  
There are other ways of exploring musicality in birdsong (Rothenberg et al., 2014). For example, 
the song of the nightingale wren is fairly stereotyped, containing reused patterns on multiple 
timescales. It is natural to group portions of the nightingale wren’s song into a sequence of 
related pitches (hi-low-low, hi-low-low-low-low, etc.,) as shown in Figure 1.2. The groupings Eathan Janney  9/9/2015 12:22 PMDeleted: Figure 1.2
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themselves can be further segmented into smaller units by the onsets and endings of each note in 
the sequence. The groupings can also be considered part of larger phrases separated by longer 
pauses. The capacity to group sounds on various structural levels is a theme in much of music 
theory (Benward & Saker, 2007; Deutsch, 1999; Kostka & Payne, 2000; Lerdahl, 1983; Patel, 
2003). In humans, similar stereotyped, reused sequences are known to evoke musical perception 
(Deutsch, et al., 2011; Margulis, 2013). 
This example, highlighting musical grouping structure, suggests that my approach toward testing 
musicality in vocalization of non-human animals should be carefully considered. The analyses in 
this thesis take an alternative approach that goes beyond simply searching for specific structural 
similarities across signals. It is rooted in functional considerations – namely, to explore whether 
principles that help us understand how music may affect the behavioral state of human listeners, 
can also be used for understanding the design of birdsong, and how it might affect the behavioral 
state of a bird listener (Rothenberg et al., 2014). 
In this study I extend the search for musicality in birdsong into two realms using novel 
techniques. First I test if we can find a characteristic balance between complexity and uniformity 
within the songs of the Australian pied butcherbird. Second, I tested if the thrush nightingales 
perform rhythms in a similar way to jazz drummers.  
1.2 Are language and music related? 
Music and language are somewhat related (Lerdahl et al., 1983; Patel, 2010). For 
example, both have hierarchical structure (Patel, 2003), make use of pitch patterns (Marques et 
al., 2007; Wong et al., 2007) and rhythmic patterns (Patel & Daniele, 2003), and are processed in 
the same or 
 
  




Figure 1.2 Grouping patterns in the song of the nightingale wren. The sequence outlined by red, green, 
then blue is reused. Each box also highlights groupings that begin with one or two high pitches followed 
by varying numbers of low pitches. The red box highlights a grouping that is used in multiple contexts. 
However only language has semantic meaning (Berwick, Okanoya, Beckers, & Bolhuis, 2011; 
Koelsch & Siebel, 2005). 
The common ground between music and language has led to interesting investigations 
comparing and contrasting the neural underpinnings of the two behaviors. Similarly it will be 
fruitful to compare and contrast music and birdsong, but using a functional and neuroscientific 
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approach. Lerdahl and Jackendoff (Lerdahl et al., 1983) proposed a theory of music based on 
principles of linguistics and psychology: “previous applications of linguistic methodology to 
music have floundered because they attempt a literal translation of some aspect of linguistic 
theory into musical terms for instance, by looking for musical "parts of speech," deep structures, 
transformations, or semantics. But pointing out superficial analogies between music and 
language, with or without the help of generative grammar, is an old and largely futile game.” 
Pointing out superficial analogies between music and birdsong might also be futile if applied 
literally to find out “if birdsong is music.” However these analogies could be useful in leading us 
towards understanding whether or not birds have a distinct way of perceiving vocal sound that is 
operationally similar to how we perceive music. This could be the case even if specific acoustic 
structures that elicit musical-like perception in humans and birds do not overlap.   
1.3 Are brain mechanisms for perceiving music and birdsong similar?  
Detecting brain mechanisms, or even ‘brain centers’ dedicated to music perception and 
processing has gained much momentum over the last several decades (Cela-Condeet al. 2011; 
Ishizu & Zeki, 2011; Koelsch & Siebel, 2005; Levitin & Bellugi, 1998; Luria, et al., 1965). In 
songbirds as well, much recent research focuses on mechanisms of song perception. These 
studies focus on activity in auditory and motor areas of the avian brain, especially what is known 
as the “song system” (Woolley, et al., 2005; Woolley, et al., 2006; Doupe, 1997; Margoliash & 
Konishi, 1985). Is there anything that could suggest similarities across those findings? Such 
similarities could suggest that birdsong and music share some fundamental purposes and activate 
similar neural machinery.  
Taking a functional approach to comparing birdsong and music, one study suggests that similar 
neural processes, specifically in the mesolimbic dopamine pathway, are involved in avian 
appreciation of song, just as it is with human appreciation of music (Earp & Maney, 2012). Earp 
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and Maney found that when female white-throated sparrows are treated with estrogen, the 
mesolimbic areas show increased Egr-1 induction, indicating activity in those areas. 
This study in birds is meant to be compared with findings which demonstrate that in humans 
“listening to music strongly modulates activity in a network of mesolimbic structures involved in 
reward processing” (Menon & Levitin, 2005). Menon & Levitin glean from these findings that 
music is, in its nature, a “rewarding” activity, highlighting the hypothesis that the mesolimbic 
system is integral to the experience of reward. The mesolimbic system is involved in modulating 
the intensity of expectation of reward (Berridge, 2007). Perhaps birds and humans share a 
functional capacity for observing sound with a heightened level of expectation. 
1.4 The structure of birdsong 
To date, first order Markov models and small world network explanations have probably been 
the most parsimonious descriptive models for the way that birds sequence their songs (Dyer & 
Walkert, 1993; Katahira, et al., 2011; Sasahara, et al., 2012). This means that as a bird vocalizes, 
the likelihood of each following syllable is usually primarily dependent on the previous one or 
two syllables, or the previous one or two hidden states if using a hidden Markov model.  
These descriptive models are helpful for characterizing birdsong and for exploring the possible 
neural mechanisms that facilitate this type of sequencing. What the models do not necessarily 
show is whether or not there are any non-arbitrary criteria for why one syllable or phrase would 
follow another. For example, is there some reason that syllable “b” should be likely to follow 
syllable “a”? Perhaps that sequence is appropriate for eliciting some desired behavioral response 
in a listener. Perhaps that sequence is especially easy, or even especially difficult, to perform 
compared with other sequences. 
Music maintains a characteristic balance between repetition and novelty (Levitin, 2005; 
Martindale, 1990; Serra, Kantz, Serra, & Andrzejak, 2011). Tuning the levels of predictability 
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can serve to affect the behavioral state of the listener; the appeal of repetition in music is a 
reflection of our adaptive preference for predictability (Diana Deutsch et al., 2011; Margulis, 
2013). Alternatively, moderate variability provides enjoyment by eliciting a behavioral state of 
increased arousal (Huron, 2006). In most compositions repetitions and variations are carefully 
balanced to achieve a pleasing experience, avoiding extremes that lead to habituation or overload 
(Flom, Gentile, & Pick, 2008; Flom & Pick, 2012; Iwaki, Hayashi, & Hori, 1997; Mutschler et 
al., 2010). In this manner, balancing and gently manipulating repetition and variation on various 
levels (e.g. rhythms, pitches, timbers) can affect emotions – creating expectation, anticipation, 
tension, release, or surprise (A Generative Theory of Tonal Music, n.d.; Menon & Levitin, 2005).  
Can similar principles explain some of the structure of singing performance in songbirds? 
Although like music, birdsong attracts the attention of and affects the behavioral state of 
conspecific listeners, the ‘balance’ between regularity and variation in singing behavior is 
extremely diverse across songbird species. While in some species singing behavior is highly 
stereotyped, in other species it is extremely complex (Kroodsma & Byers, 1991; Kroodsma, 
2007). Unfortunately, this inter-species diversity does not appear to be associated with any 
known ecological or communicative factor; therefore, it is difficult to apply universal principles 
to explain song structure across species. My approach has been to address each species 
individually. Interpreting variation and regularity in singing performances might be possible 
when studied narrowly within a species. If this balance is discovered in a few species 
individually it provides support for a more universal principle governing performative displays. 
In the context of aggressive interactions among males, predictability in singing behavior may 
simply signal the level of aggression in territorial dispute (Stoddard, Beecher, Campbell, & 
Horning, 1992). But in the context of an uninterrupted singing performance, balancing between 
variability and predictability might be more complicated. Performance diversity may 
demonstrate virtuosity and keep the listener tuned in (by preventing habituation), while 
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regularity might help the listener recognize patterns. Proper balance could therefore serve to 
affect the behavioral state of the bird listener in a desired manner.  
If birds do balance between repetition and variation – at what levels of song structure should I 
search for it? In most songbird species, songs include at least two hierarchical levels of structure: 
The short units are continuous sounds called syllables, notes, or trills; sequences of those units 
then give rise to song phrases or song types. Recent studies discovered interesting regularities in 
singing performances beyond repertoire size per se, either at the level of phrase types or, in cases 
where phrase types cannot be easily detected, at the level of syllable types. For example, in the 
California thrasher, where phrase types cannot be easily detected, song-syllable sequences 
display a ‘small-world’ architecture, in which subsets of phrases are grouped with fine balance 
between deterministic and non-deterministic transition patterns (Katahira et al., 2011; R & E, 
1993; Sasahara et al., 2012). Consequently the bird’s repertoire is revealed faster than chance 
through non-deterministic sequences of syllable types. This might be useful given that female 
songbirds often spend only a few minutes listening to the performance of potential mates 
(Amrhein, Kunc, & Naguib, 2004; Roth, Sprau, Schmidt, Naguib, & Amrhein, 2009). Even in 
the context of aggression, birds appear to balance the regularity and variability of their singing 
performance in a fairly complex manner. For example, in the European nightingale, playbacks of 
“bottleneck” phrase types (typically preceded by a higher variety of types) elicit counter-singing 
with “branching” phrase types (typically followed by a higher variety of types) and vice versa 
(Weiss, Hultsch, Adam, Scharff, & Kipper, 2014).  
There is another level where repetition and variation in singing performance can be regulated, 
across the levels of song hierarchy: In many birdsong species different phrase types share 
syllable types, or some combinations of notes and syllables (I will refer to those collectively as 
‘shared motifs’). Therefore, statistical regularities may, in principle, interact across phrase types 
and across their shared motifs. This scenario is interesting because if it is true, then shared motifs 
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might have a more fundamental function beyond just increasing the repertoire of song types. If 
temporal regularity in performing shared motifs can be observed beyond phrase types, this could 
mean that the transitions between phrases are designed to ‘organize’ those motifs over longer 
time scales. If so, phrase types can be viewed as variations on common themes, as is often the 
case in music.  
Here, I tested whether or not regularity in song structure might exist across the level of song 
hierarchy in singing performances of wild Australian pied butcherbirds and thrush nightingales, 
including thousands of song syllables recorded without interruption for each bird. The Australian 
pied butcherbird singing performances can span up to an hour or more, with a moderate number 
of phrase types, and a strong individual variability in song complexity. The butcherbird song 
recordings provide ideal data for investigating regularity across the levels of song hierarchy. The 
thrush nightingale sings phrases characterized by rhythm and repetition and also exhibits strong 
variability in song complexity across birds. In previous studies I developed methods for 
visualizing regularity in singing performance across the hierarchy of song structure over entire 
singing performances (Janney, Taylor, Scharff, Parra, Tchernichovski, 2012; Rothenberg et al., 
2014). I used those methods to test, across the hierarchy of song structure, the level of regularity 
in the Australian pied butcherbird singing performance. 
In the following chapter I describe my methods for visualization of singing performances. In 
Chapter 3 I present the implementation of these methods for analyzing singing behavior of 
Australian pied butcherbirds, whose songs are highly melodic. In Chapter 4 I use them for 
analyzing singing behavior of thrush nightingales, whose song are highly rhythmic. The 
significant overlap of methodology suggests that my methods could be useful for exploring the 
vocalizations of other species. I therefore developed an online resource* that includes all of my 
codes together with data snips, which should make it easy for students of animal communication 
(or music) to implement and test them. In the following sections I will introduce the data using 
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traditional methods and gradually explain how my methods, particularly the song sorting GUI, 
are employed to enrich how the data is handled. 
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2. Methods for visualization and analysis of entire 
singing performances 
2.1 Introduction 
In testing for musicality in birdsong I focued on two parameters: musical balance and rhythmic 
groove. I tested for balance in the Australian pied butcherbird and for rhythmic groove patterns 
in the thrush nightingale. In order to understand more deeply the structural organization of each 
species I had to develop analytical methods robust enough to apply to both species yet flexible 
enough to sufficiently uncover the uniqueness of each as well.  
Analyzing field recordings of birdsong is a special challenge and it is fruitful to analyze these 
“performances” with the understanding that the performance is an important unit of human 
musical behavior. Performances consist of learned behaviors where conspecifics have the 
potential to respond based on evaluating them. Units within a performance can depend both upon 
one another and upon the broader context of a genre. Our data sets from butcherbirds and thrush 
nightingales include continuous audio recordings of singing performed by identified birds, 
including hundreds of songs per bird. Often, analyzing a small sample of songs may suffice for 
characterizing the bird’s repertoire. However, my objective was to understand singing 
performance as a whole, and uncover how songs relate to one another in this broader context. 
Therefore, I needed a way to explore the acoustic data without simplifying it too much, to be 
able to visualize singing behavior across time scales ranging from milliseconds to several 
minutes.  
The scientific method often emphasizes the use of hypothesis testing, but this project has a strong 
exploratory component. Because I wanted to maintain a gestalt perspective while scrutinizing 
details, I developed multimodal methods with which to experience singing performances. My 
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methods combined auditory representations of songs with visual representations based on 
multiple features of sound. Traditionally, animal vocalization is often presented visually as a 
sound spectrogram (sonogram). While sonograms are powerful tools, which enabled modern 
animal communication research, they have their limitations: sonograms are difficult to integrate 
with one another and they have limited bearing on our perception of vocalizations. For example, 
it might be possible to identify an area by visualizing its sonogram, but distinguishing between a 
great and mediocre performance of that area is hopeless (Gardner & Magnasco, 2006). I 
therefore developed methods that allowed me to interact with song data, through both 
visualization and audio, in search of interesting patterns. These methods allow for ‘zooming out’ 
to visualize a pattern of singing performance over hundreds of songs, and then ‘zooming in’ and 
listening to patterns of song motifs that I can recognize in the raw data or in the sorted data. This 
approach allowed me to “view” the bird’s performance in different ways: I could look 
concurrently at short and long range temporal sequences of song, visually compare and contrast 
songs of different types, quickly align various parts of two phrases, as well as manually group 
and regroup song variants within a type for scrutiny. I could concurrently explore local acoustic 
structure and develop an intuitions concerning performance structure. I intuited subtle patterns of 
regularity and variability within the performances and develop hypothesis that I could test 
quantitatively.  
*http://locateflow.newmedialab.cuny.edu/?p=781 
2.2 Units of singing behavior and song features. 
Sound can be visualized as an amplitude trace over time (waveform) reflecting the magnitude of 
oscillations of a membrane that vibrates with the compression and expansion of air. Using this 
low level representation of sound we can coarsely visualize an entire singing performance of the 
Australian pied butcherbird, as seen using Goldwave (http://www.goldwave.com) audio editing 
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software in Figure 2.1. Butcherbird phrases can be clearly identified by the pauses between them, 
as demarked by the vertical lines in front of the background grid within the Goldwave interface.  
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Figure 2.1 Segmenting butcherbird data. A, A full-length field recording as visualized in Goldwave. 
White vertical lines mark the points at which cues were added to separate the file. B, A close up of the 
sound file in A showing four phrases and the cue points that segment them. 
These cue points were automatically placed by detecting silences and then manually adjusted to 
account for noise. 
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The song phrases of the thrush nightingale—the second species I studied—have a greater 
variability in their duration. The phrases can be identified both by the pauses between them and 
by the characteristic sequences of clicks at the ends of each phrase (Figure 2.2). Here too, it is 
easy to outline cue points demarking the onsets and offsets of each song phrase. This method of 
visualization—the waveform—is deficient in that we can only visualize amplitude (loudness) 
information, and other features such as pitch are not clear. As shown in the next section, using a 
sonogram we can visualize pitch and amplitude at the same time, but the sonogram is only useful 
for visualizing sounds over several seconds or less. 
Figure 2.3 shows a sonogram of a butcherbird phrase and a nightingale phrase. A 
sonogram allows us to visualize sound much as a musical staff allows us to visualize music. The 
placement of a mark in the y dimension is indicative of its pitch. Higher pitches appear higher. 
The x-axis displays time. The intensity of the sound (a.k.a. loudness or amplitude) is indicated by 
the darkness of the mark in the image. 
We can compare and contrast the song type of these two species by looking at the sonograms. 
The syllable is often the basic unit used in the description of any bird’s song. A syllable is a 
vocal sound that is separated by a pause; however, differences in segmentation procedures and 
fluctuations in signal and noise levels can yield different (unstable) segmentations, potentially 
yielding a false variety of syllable types. For example the “C” shaped units in the nightingale 
phrase may be classified as two syllables in one instance (a click, followed by a harmonic stack) 
or one in another instance (because of the proximity of the sounds) depending on the 
performance of the segmentation algorithm. 
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Figure 2.2 Segmenting nightingale data. A, A full-length field recording as visualized in Goldwave. 
White vertical lines mark the points at which cues were added to separate the file. B, A close up of the 
sound file in A showing four phrases and the cue points that segment them. 
 




Figure 2.3 A sonogram of a butcherbird (A) and a nightingale (B) phrase. 
The butcherbird is known for using primarily pure tone, pitched syllable with low frequency 
modulation indicated by the neat horizontal lines in Figure 2.3A. The nightingale, on the other 
hand is know for bursts of repeated syllables as well as ending a majority of phrases with a 
sequence of rhythmic clicks (see the near vertical lines in Figure 2.3B).  
The sonogram is a complex, high dimensional representation of singing behavior. Extracting 
simple (one dimensional) features is useful to simplify the description. In the studies outlined 
here, song features were extracted using batch analysis in sound analysis pro 2011 (SAP). My 
analysis primarily utilized amplitude, Wiener entropy (a measure of the width of the power 
spectrum), pitch (using yinacf algorithm for fundamental frequency calculation). The relevant 
features were used to represent song phrases and view them collectively through a graphic user 
interface (GUI) that I developed.  
2.3  Graphic user interface (GUI) for studying entire singing performances  
I developed a Matlab GUI (Figure 2.4, Error! Reference source not found.) for studying the 
structure of song phrases during an entire singing performance. It allowed me to look at the 
entire vocal output of the bird at a glance. 
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Figure 2.4 Song sorting GUI. Image of sorted nightingale phrases from figure shown using pitch 
heatmaps. The dropdown menu items on the left indicate the GUI is set to allow the user to point at a 
phrase and hear what it sounds like at 25% speed. 
 This GUI is constructed by utilizing the aforementioned features extracted from SAP for 
visualization. I also wrote Matlab functions that allow for point and click interaction with the 
data. Detailed code, an overview of features and instructions for use of this GUI are provided in 
the Error! Reference source not found.. Below is a brief description for the GUI’s features: 
1. Data can be visualized using any one of 11 features extracted from the sound 
files using SAP.  
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2. Individual phrases can be listened to at a variety of speeds using a simple point 
and click method. 
3. Phrases of a performance can be rearranged one at a time or by ranges so that 
they are sorted into types, or simply for side-by-side comparison. This is also 
achieved by a simple point and click method. 
In the following sections I will detail how to interpret the representations in the GUI and 
demonstrate their utility in discovering patterns. 
2.4 Visualizing performances and repertoire. 
 
Figure 2.5 Sonograms of butcherbird phrases become pitch heatmaps. Below each sonogram is a pitch 
heatmap indicating high frequencies as red (2.5 kHz) and low as blue (0.5 kHz). 
In order to observe and quantify the entire singing performance of each bird, I converted what 
were previously visualized as sonograms of phrases into images of pitch false-color maps as 
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shown in Figure 2.5. The pitch heatmaps below each sonogram in Figure 2.5 indicate high 
pitches at the red end of the color spectrum and low pitches at the blue end. Pitch is derived 
using the yinacf algorithm for fundamental frequency calculation. Color is assigned on a linear 
scale between 500 and 3000 Hz (the range observed in butcherbird vocalizations). 
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Figure 2.6 Sorted and unsorted raster plots. Raster plots allow visualization of entire singing 
performances. A & B, unsorted and sorted butcherbird raster plot using pitch heatmaps. C & D, unsorted 
and sorted nightingale raster plots using amplitude heatmaps. 
These false-color maps can be stacked as rows on top of one another to produce raster plots of 
entire singing performances (Figure 2.6), where each line represents a phrase, aligned—in the 
case of the butcherbird (Figure 2.6A, B)—by the onset of the first syllable. Nightingale phrases 
were aligned by the onset of the final syllable (Figure 2.6C, D) as this allowed for neater sorting 
of the data. The unsorted raster plots are stacked according to phrases in performance order 
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(Figure 2.6A, C). The sorted raster plots (Figure 2.6B, D) present phrases according to their type, 
which I calculated semi-automatically as described in a later section. 
 These methods allowed for visualizations of the data using multiple features. For 
example Figure 2.7 shows a set of nightingale data, visualized using an amplitude heatmap 
(Figure 2.7A) as well as using a Wiener entropy heatmat (Figure 2.7B). These two features were 
most useful for identifying rhythmic patterns in the nightingale data. For example, clicks used at 
the end of nightingale phrases can be identified in the entropy heatmap in Figure 2.7B by their 
red color. 
	  
Figure 2.7 Sorted raster plots featuring multiple features. A. An amplitude heatmap uses color to indicate 
loudness. B. An entropy heatmap uses color to indicate levels of entropy. 
Though the GUI allows for manual sorting of phrase types, I also implemented a spike-sorting 
algorithm for more rapid and consistent classification of phrase types. At any point during use 
the current state of GUI, including sorting order, can be saved for use at a later time. I made use 
of a data structure in Matlab for storing settings of the GUI—one setting being the ordering of 
the rows. The code used to build the data structure and other settings stored within it are 
described and defined in the Error! Reference source not found.. By updating the field of the 
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structure containing row order information the user can import the sequencing to reflect the 
output of any clustering algorithm. Still, the rearranged phrases can be clicked in order to listen 
to the appropriate corresponding sound files. I chose to use a spike-sorting algorithm to cluster 
the phrases.  
2.5 Automatic classification of phrase types.  
It is a common practice to classify song phrases into types subjectively (Bartsch, Wenchel, 
Kaiser, & Kipper, 2014; Beecher, Campbell, & Stoddard, 1994; Stoddard et al., 1992). However, 
coarse and subjective classification has several limitations. For example, in the Australian pied 
butcherbird, song phrases often contain shared motifs, and it is difficult to set a strict set of 
criteria for classification, which might be hierarchical by nature. I found that reducing each song 
phrase to a series of syllable onset times, and treating it as a ‘point process’, retained sufficient 
information for classification of phrase types. A point process is a set of isolated points in time 
(or in space). Powerful statistical methods were designed to analyze point processes since such 
data are common in many fields, including astronomy, ecology, and economics. In neuroscience, 
the spiking of neurons can often be studied as point processes. Isolating single units from 
recordings that contain signals from several neurons is a common problem when handling 
neuronal data. Spike-sorting algorithms were developed to solve this problem and identify 
individual neurons. Those algorithms are designed to identify temporal patterns of activity, 
which characterize each specific neuron. I found that one such spike sorting algorithm 
(Humphries, 2011) can be used “as is” to automatically detect phrase types (i.e. I treated each 
phrase as a point process with spikes representing syllable onsets).  I sorted phrases into types 
and then subtypes, using the approach outlined below.   
I converted the amplitude time course into a binary signal (sampled at 1000Hz) where syllable 
onsets were labeled as one, and all other time points as zero (Figure 1.10). I then treated those 
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data as a point process for spike sorting, such that the first syllable onset was assigned as the 
beginning of the phrase, to align the vectors.  
 
	  
Figure 2.8 Spikes are assigned to each sound file by finding peaks in the derivative of the smoothed 
amplitude trace. Points classified as spikes are marked in red. 
I used the Spike Train Communities Toolbox for Matlab (Humphries, 2011) to categorize 
phrases of the same type. Instead of spikes, I reduced each false-color map to a series of onset 
timing, based on the smoothed amplitude trace, using an empirically determined threshold 
(Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9A). Spikes were assigned to each sound file by finding peaks in the 
derivative (difference between each value) of the smoothed millisecond data for amplitude from 
SAP. The spike-sorting algorithm then grouped phrases into categories (types) (Figure 2.8B, D, 
Figure 2.9). From each type, grouping subtypes were detected using the same method (Figure 
2.9B, C, D). I reconstructed the false-color map of the sorted phrases as shown in figure 2.1D. 
With the spike sorting information imported into the GUI I was able to discover features of the 
species studied in Chapter 0 and Chapter 4, as well as develop additional analytics appropriate to 
each species. 
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Figure 2.9 A spike-sorting algorithm clusters song types. A, the algorithm detects three types, indicated 
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3. Phrase types or variations? Temporal 
regularity beyond phrase types in Australian 
pied butcherbird song 
3.1 Introduction 
I chose to test for deep structural similarities between music and birdsong using the song 
of the Australian pied butcherbird. Specifically I tested for the balance between complexity and 
uniformity so characteristic of music.  
 Similar in sound to a piping flute, a cornet, or an organ (Hartshorne, 1953), butcherbird songs 
have also inspired composers (including Olivier Messiaen), who have referred to timbre, 
contour, gesture, rhythm, repetition, scales, and formal structure (HE Taylor & Lestel, 2011) as 
meaningful parameters of butcherbird song. Musicians have also identified overlaps with the 
human sense of musicality in the butcherbird’s development and recombination of melodic 
motifs (Hollis Taylor, 2008). I discovered reused motifs in multiple phrase types. Figure 3.1 
presents a musical transcription of butcherbird phrases alongside sonograms and pitch false color 
bars of the same phrases. A motif, common to several unique phrases is highlighted. 
 The Australian pied butcherbird song consists of phrases lasting two to three seconds, 
followed by silence intervals of a similar duration. Performances (Figure 3.2A) can span several 
hours, with a moderate number of phrase types, and strong individual variability in song 
complexity (HE Taylor & Lestel, 2011). These phrases contain many pure-tone motifs with the 
tone quality of a human whistle. Performances are known for having an improvisational quality. 
If we can find a balance in birdsong that parallels that found in music then the butcherbird song 
offers an appealing bird on which to test this hypothesis. 
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Figure 3.1 Notation of butcherbird song. A, Musical transcriptions of five butcherbird phrases. An 
example motif (reused note, syllable or grouping) is marked by a box. B. Each phrase from A is 
represented as a sonogram and a pitch color bar (below). The motif boxed in A is also boxed in B. 
3.2 Analysis 
3.2.1 Visualization of regularity over entire singing performances 
To look at the entire singing performance I constructed time-course raster-plots, where each line 
represents a phrase, with color indicating the pitch of each syllable (Figure 3.2B). Looking at an 
entire singing performance of one bird (Figure 3.2C), we see a repetitive pattern that could 
suggest that one or two phrase types dominate the entire performance. However, classifying and 
sorting the phrases according to type (Figure 3.2D-F, see Chapter 2) shows that this bird has a 
rich repertoire of phrase types. Across 17 birds (Figure 3.3) I observed a similar effect: the time 
course raster plot appears highly uniform, but the sorted raster plots reveal several phrase types 
with high variability in repertoire size across birds. 
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Figure 3.2 Butcherbird phrases from recording to sorting. A, A sonogram of Australian pied butcherbird 
song as it occurs naturally, including pauses. This bird’s phrases range approximately 2-4 seconds in 
length. Its pauses can be slightly shorter or longer than the phrases (2-5 seconds). Many phrases contain 
syllables that are low in frequency modulation. The first row of A contains the same 5 phrases shown in 
B. B, Phrases produced by one butcherbird in performance order and aligned by the onsets of their first 
syllables. Sonograms are pictured above false-color maps where color represents pitch. The false-color 
maps represent the first five rows of C. C, 256 phrases stacked from top to bottom in the order that the 
bird sang the phrases. D, The same phrases as in panel C, sorted into similar groups, using a spike-sorting 
algorithm. E, The set of phrases in panel C represented as spike trains. The spikes coincide with peaks in 
the derivative of amplitude above a threshold. F, The rows of spikes from panel C are reorganized by the 
algorithm into similar spike trains. Then the rows from panel C can replace the spike trains that represent 
them in panel F to form the plot in panel D. 
 




Figure 3.3 Example raster plots from cohort 1. The raster plots are in pairs—unsorted (singing order) on 
the left and sorted on the right. Plots reveal a pattern of uniformity in the unsorted plots yet several unique 
phrase types in the sorted plots. 




Figure 3.4 Example raster plots from cohort 2. The raster plots are in pairs—unsorted (singing order) on 
the left and sorted on the right. Plots reveal a pattern of uniformity in the unsorted plots yet several unique 
phrase types in the sorted plots. 
Looking more closely at phrase structure I observed that certain ‘motifs’ (either syllables or 
groups of them) are shared among a bird’s phrase types (Figure 3.5). For example, the bird 
represented in Figure 3.5B-D had a relatively simple repertoire with only three main phrase types 
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(A, B & C) and five motifs (1-5), where motif 1 is shared across two phrase types. This bird 
primarily sings A(1-2), B(1-3-4), and C(5). Phrases included shared motifs in all of the birds in 
our sample (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.3). Therefore, temporal regularity can be judged either at the 
level of phrases (i.e., if the bird repeats phrase types regularly), at the level of the shared motifs 
(i.e., if the bird repeats motif types regularly), or across these levels (i.e., if the temporal order of 
phrase types is assembled in a way that regularizes the shared motifs).  
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Figure 3.5 Classifying motifs and phrases. A, Examples of reused portions of phrases (a.k.a. “motifs”). 
Phrase numbers at the left of each sonogram refer to the position of the phrase in the performance order. 
Motifs (red, blue, and green) can be found in different contexts depending on the phrase they are in. Red 
is found both near the beginning of some phrases as in phrases 1, 2, and 10 as well as in the middle of 
other phrases as in phrase 3. Blue can sometimes follow red as in phrases 1 and 3 but does not always 
follow red as in phrase 10. In addition, blue can be seen in a completely different context exemplified in 
phrase 11. Finally, green can be found towards the beginning of a phrase as in phrase 3 but can also come 
soon after red as in phrase 10. B, Phrases of Bird 2 in the order that the bird sang them (top to bottom). C, 
Enlargements of the first five phrases from B, highlighting motif reuse. In this bird, motif 1 can be 
followed by motif 2 as seen in phrases 3 and 4. But motif 1 can also be followed by motif 3 or by motif 3 
and then 4 as seen in phrase 5. Finally motif 5 comprises an entire phrase. D. Phrases from B are sorted 
into similar groups. This bird with relatively simple structure can be used to visualize the motifs a bird 
uses in his phrases. There are 5 motifs found for this bird, highlighted by red boxes. They are recombined 
to form the phrases in C. Three main phrase types are labeled at the right of part D (phrase types A, B, 
and C), E, Phrases of the same bird as in E and F in the order that the bird sang the phrases (top to 
bottom). F, Enlargements of five phrases from E, highlighting motif reuse. G, A similar plot to D except it 
represents a bird with more complex structure. Red boxes do not highlight motifs as in F because the 
figure would become too complex (there are 35 motifs located in multiple contexts). 
  




3.3.1 Statistical regularity in phrase types vs. shared motifs 
I first tested statistically which of the two levels – phrase type, or motif type – explains more 
regularity over the entire singing performance of each bird. I estimated the inter-phrase interval 
between the recurrences of each phrase type by counting the number of phrases that occurred 
between two renditions of a phrase type, defining an interval as in Figure 3.6B. Similarly, I 
calculated the intervals between the recurrences of each motif type by counting the number of 
phrases that occurred between two renditions of each motif type (Figure 3.6B-D). I then 
calculated the coefficients of variances (CV) of those intervals for each phrase and motif type as 
estimates of regularity, low CV indicating high regularity and high CV indicating low regularity. 
Note that in both cases I use the same units (intervals of phrase types) to calculate the CV. 
Consider for example, a hypothetical bird that sings four phrase types, A, B, C, & D, with a 
single shared motif, i, included in phrase types A and B, but not in C or D. If the song 
performance is completely regular, say ABCD, ABCD… than the CVph for each phrase type will 
be zero since the intervals between phrase type repetitions exactly the same: four. However, the 
intervals for the shared motif i will vary: 1,3,1,3 (AiBiCDAiBiCDAi) and the CVm = 0.5. But, the 
bird may sing irregularly at the level of phrase types and completely regularly at the level of 
motif types, e.g. ACADBDADBCBDBCAC. With respect to motif i, this song is perfectly 
regular: Ai C Ai D Bi D Ai D Bi C Bi D Bi C Ai C. In this case CVm equal zero while CVph is 
high. 
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Figure 3.6 Temporal regularity in phrases vs. shared motifs. A binary graph shows reuse of phrase C in an 
entire performance (256 phrases) A, when shuffling phrases vs. B, using the bird’s original phrase 
ordering. C, A binary analysis of D, the first 7 phrases, marking use of phrase C with filled boxes. The 
interphrase-interval quantifies the number of phrases between occurrences. E-G, Same as in A-C, (mirror 
order) except showing reuse of a motif (highlighted by the red boxes in D. H, Shuffled phrases do not 
achieve the same phrase regularity (measured by CV*ph), however the effect is weak. I, Motif distribution 
is more regular than phrase distribution within a performance when compared to within shuffled phrase 
order. J, The bird’s phrase ordering achieves significantly more regular motif distribution than does 
shuffled phrase order (measured by CV*m). 
For each bird, we calculated CV*ph and CV*m. We then shuffled phrase order randomly, and 
recalculated those measures (Figure 3.6H, J). Comparing observed vs. shuffled measures, we 
found that both phrase types (Figure 3.6H) and motif types (Figure 3.6J) recur more regularly 
than would be expected by chance. However, the effect was much stronger at the level of shared 
motifs (Figure 3.6E-G, phrase types: mean CV*ph = 0.61, CV*ph [shuffled data] = 0.78, t(8) = 3.70, p = 
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0.006; shared motifs: Mean CV*m = 0.52, CV*m [shuffled data] = 0.73, t(8) = 7.42, p = 0.0001). To 
further validate this effect we collected and analyzed a new set of data from additional eight 
birds. Results confirmed regularity at the shared motifs level (Mean CV*m = 0.57, CV*m [shuffled 
data] = 0.71, t(7) = 2.74 p = 0.03) but not at the phrase level (Mean CV*ph = 0.73, CV*ph [shuffled data] 
= 0.76, t(7) = 0.53, p = 0.60). Analysis of variance across the two cohorts confirmed no 
significant effect of cohort and no interactions, allowing us to pool the results of those cohorts 
for further analysis. Across both cohorts motif regularity was significantly higher than phrase 
regularity (Figure 3.6I, Mean CV*ph – ph [shuffled data] = 0.10, CV*m - m [shuffled data] = 0.18, t(17) = 
0.245, p = 0.03). 
3.4 Estimating birds’ “efforts” to regulate performance of shared motifs 
Do birds with more a more complex repertoire sing so that motifs appear more regularly 
(uniformly)? Focusing on the pairwise transition frequencies between phrase types produced by 
the bird (i.e., at the level of a first order Markov model), I inquire as to what extent those 
transitions are ‘optimized’ for achieving a regular distribution of motifs (namely to minimize the 
CVm).  
Given that temporal regularity was stronger at the level of shared motifs, I wanted to estimate the 
extent to which the sequences of phrases produced by a bird facilitate temporal uniformity in 
shared motifs. In order to answer this question I need to take the bird’s repertoire size into 
account: the more phrase types and shared motif types a bird can perform, the larger the range of 
temporal intervals it can produce, and therefore, the ‘potential’ for complexity in performing 
shared motifs is higher. I wanted to estimate the level of temporal regularity in performing 
shared motifs in reference to this potential, which can be judged by the range of possible CV*m 
values that the bird’s singing repertoire can generate. To be conservative, I kept the distribution 
(histogram) of phrase intervals unchanged, and also kept the structure (and entropy) of transition 
probabilities between phrase types unaltered. Therefore, focusing on the pairwise transition 
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frequencies between phrase types produced by a bird (i.e., at the level of a first order Markov 
model, or bigrams), I inquire as to what extent those pairwise transitions are optimized to 
increase motif temporal uniformity, that is, to minimize the temporal variability in the production 
of shared motifs, CV*m.  
Figure 3.7A presents a hypothetical example of a bird singing three phrase types, A, B & C, with 
pairwise transition probability of 80% from 𝐴→𝐵 and 20% from 𝐴→𝐶. If I swap the odds (20% 
for 𝐴→𝐵 and 80% for 𝐴→𝐶), CV*ph must remain unchanged but CV*m may change if those song 
phrases share different motifs. Therefore, I can construct two pairwise (bigram) Markov models, 
one for the original and one for the shuffled (permuted) phrase transitions. Running those 
models, I generated synthetic phrase sequences, and computed synthetic CV*m values for each 
model. Comparing the means of CV*m values obtained from each model, I can now judge if the 
original (bird’s) phrase transition probabilities are organizing the shared motifs less or more 
regularly than the alternatives. In sum: I keep the transition probabilities between phrases 
unaltered except for shuffling the identities of phrase types. These manipulations keep CV*ph 
constant but may alter CV*m. Each one of these permutations is used to generate synthetic songs, 
and for calculating a CV*m [synth] value. Across all the possible permutations, only one 
corresponds to the phrase transitions produced by the bird, CV*m [synth-bird], which I compare to 
values obtained from all other permutations CV*m [synth-permuted]. With this approach I tested to 
what extent the bird’s bigram rules for phrase transitions are ‘optimized’ for increasing regularity 
at the level of shared motifs.  
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Figure 3.7 Complexity is counterbalanced by regularity in shared motifs. A, top-left: simulated bigram 
transition matrix of phrases; bottom-left: transition diagram between two phrases. Right: permuted 
transitions matrix and permuted transition diagram. B, For each permuted matrices (P1, P2…) the CV*m 
[synth-permuted] is calculated (top) and then sorted from lowest to highest (bottom). Sorting situates the rank of 
the bird’s bigram Markov model (Bird)—CV*m [synth-bird], (black circle)—with respect to the potential 
range of temporal variability of that bird. C, The process outlined in B is applied to one bird—the bird’s 
CV*m [synth-bird]—is ranked 4 (out of 100). The distance between the bird’s rank and median rank estimates 
the effort required to produce the low CV*. D, As in C, across all birds. Dotted line shows the correlation 
between the bird’s rank and CV*m [synth-bird]. E, Birds with higher transitional complexity balance it with 
increased regularity in motif production. 
For each bird, I calculated the bigram transition matrix across all pairs of phrase types. I used 
that transition matrix to generate synthetic phrase sequences, and compute CV*m [synth-bird], which 
is our baseline. I then performed 100 permutations of this matrix. For each permutation I 
computed CV*m [synth-permuted] (Figure 3.7B). I then sorted them and ranked among them the CV*m Eathan Janney  9/9/2015 12:22 PM
Deleted: Figure 3.7
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[synth-bird]. Figure 5C presents the results for one bird. The potential range for temporal variability 
in shared motifs can be judged by the range of CV*m [synth-permuted] values, sorted from small to 
large. The bird’s CV*m [synth-bird] (Bird) is denoted as a black circle. A rank in the neighborhood of 
50 would indicate chance level. Here, the rank is 4 (out of 100) indicates that the bird’s phrase 
syntax brings the temporal regularity of motif recurrence close to its theoretical maximum. Note 
that the bird’s rank order is a direct probability estimate (p= 0.04) of how unique the variability 
of the bird's performance is when compared to similarly complex song, with respect to the shared 
motifs.  
Figure 3.7D presents the results across all 17 birds. Each curve represents the entire range of 
CV*m [synth-permuted] for one bird. I can see two effects: First, as expected, bird’s phrase transitions 
produced higher regularity in the temporal order of motifs compared to its permutations (mean 
rank = 17.53, SD = 18.30, by sign test is significantly below the 50th percentile, p = 0.00002). 
This result confirms that each bird’s transition probabilities between phrase types are ‘designed’ 
to achieve much more regularity in shared motifs than the permutations can commonly achieve. 
Note, however, that our estimate includes only the regularity that can be captured using a first 
order Markov model. It captures much, but not all, of the regularity in shared motifs produced by 
the singing behavior of the bird (Motifs: Mean CV*[synth-bird] = 0.58, CV*[bird] = 0.54, t(16) = 2.44, 
p = .027). 
Second, across birds I see a strong negative correlation between CV*m[synth-bird] and its rank 
(n=17, r=-0.679 p=0.003). That is, in birds where the range of variation (CV*m [synth-permuted]) is 
high, phrase transitions (CV*m [synth-bird]) are exceedingly selective toward high regularity. Indeed, 
in the 12 birds where the potential range for variability was high (0.5-0.9), the mean rank was 
very low, 7.5%, while in the five birds where the potential range for variability was low (0.38-
0.48), the mean rank was 41.5%, close to chance level. These results are consistent with the 
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hypothesis that birds take their repertoire complexity into account when adjusting the level of 
temporal regularity in their singing performance. 
 In order to examine directly for relationship between complexity and regularity in motif 
distribution I tested for correlation between the CV*m [synth-bird] rank, and the Kolmogorov 
complexity of the transition matrix (Figure 3.7E). I used distance between the median (CV*m 
[synth-permuted]) and the CV*m [synth-bird] as an approximation of the effort necessary to maintain each 
bird’s motif regularity. I found a strong correlation between transitional complexity and this 
effort (r=0.710, p=0.0014), confirming that birds with high song complexity tend to produce 
higher regularity in shared motifs and vice versa. 
3.5 Methods 
The butcherbird recordings used in these analyses were obtained from Hollis Taylor. Recordings 
were were made in Australia using a Sennheiser ME67 shotgun microphone covered with a 
Rycote “softie” windshield, and a Sony portable high definition minidisc recorder digitally at 
11400 kHz. I restricted our analysis to recordings from 17 birds, where background noise was 
low and the bird could be identified for at least five minutes of continuous singing behavior. 
Mean recording length per bird was 32 minutes. 
Each recording was pre-processed using Goldwave audio editing software. I filtered the data 
using band-pass filters to minimize background noise (depending on the bird, filters excluded 
frequencies below 650±150 Hz and above 2500±500 Hz) and then used the Goldwave noise 
reduction function to further reduce environmental background noise when necessary. Minor 
nuances in noise reduction methods were necessary as different samples had different 
background sounds. Australian pied butcherbird phrases can be easily identified by the pauses 
that separate them (Figure 2.1A, B; Figure 3.2A). I used Goldwave’s autocue function to mark 
the beginnings and endings of phrases and afterwards scrutinized the cuing manually, adding, 
subtracting, or moving cues where necessary. The file was then split according to these cues. The 
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segments of the original sound file containing pauses were separated from the phrases and I 
created a temporally sorted list of wave files, each containing a single phrase. Those files were 
then analyzed as detailed below. 
3.5.1 Analysis of motif distribution.  
To measure how consistently a motif was reused within a bird’s sequence of phrases, I created a 
summary statistic to quantify the regularity in the distribution of inter-phrase intervals (IPIs, 
Figure 3.6C & E) for all motifs across each bird’s performance. I used the coefficient of variation 
as a measure of uniformity in the distribution of inter-phrase intervals (IPIs) from one 
appearance of a motif to its next appearance. I found the set of IPIs for each motif and divided 
each interval of that set by the mean of the IPIs for that motif and called this the “normalized set 
of IPIs” value for each motif. Then I calculated a CV value (SD/M) across the set of all 
normalized IPIs to gain a general sense of the level of variability within a bird’s performance. 
This summary statistic was simply referred to as CV*. 
3.5.2 Models.  
I used three models for butcherbird singing behavior: “Shuffled”, “Bigram Markov” and 
“Permuted Markov.” The methods for constructing each of these models are outlined below. 
Shuffled Model. For each bird the rows of the motif matrix corresponding to their natural 
singing behavior were randomly shuffled. CV was calculated for this shuffling. 100 shuffles were 
produced and the average CV value across all shuffles was chosen to represent the CV of a 
shuffled model. 
Bigram Markov Model. For each bird, transition probabilities between phrase types were 
calculated from the bird’s natural singing order. After selecting a phrase at random to start the 
sequence, the remaining phrases were chosen based on the transition probabilities from the 
original performance until the same number of phrases as the original performance were chosen. 
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CV* was calculated. 100 models were created and the average CV*m [synth-bird] value across all the 
bigram Markov sequences was chosen to represent the CV*m [synth-bird] of a “bigram Markov” 
model. 
Permuted Markov Model. I generated permutations of the Markov model by using the 
transition probabilities of the original model, but then permuting which phrases were assigned to 
which transitions (Figure 3.7A). 100 permuted models were used to represent the space of 
possibilities for alternate Markov models that still maintained basic structure of transition 
probabilities. A CV*m [synth-permuted] value was calculated for each sequence generated by a new 
permutation (Figure 3.7C).   
3.5.3 Statistical analysis.  
To compare the CV achieved by a model with the CV* achieved by original singing behavior, a 
paired t-test was used. The difference between those two CV* values was calculated to provide a 
set of difference scores. 
To estimate correlation I used the bivariate correlation function in SPSS. I calculated correlations 
between ranks of CVs among Markov models and ranks of CVs among permuted models (see 
Figure 3.7D). Correlation was also calculated between rank deviation from the median and 
Kolmogorov complexity (see Figure 3.7E).  
3.5.4 Complexity measures.  
To capture the complexity of each bird’s bigram Markov model we use the number of non-zero 
elements in the associated Markov transition matrix. This corresponds to the concept of 
Kolmogorov complexity, which is defined as the shortest instruction set, or “program,” that can 
generate a sequence. In this case the transition matrix can generate a sequence comparable to the 
one performed by the bird and the matrix elements are all that are required to ”execute the 
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program.” The length of the program is given by the sequence describing the location and value 
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4. Rhythmic patterns in the song of the thrush 
nightingale 
4.1 Introduction 
Quantitative studies of birdsong often focus on theoretically ideal—according to music theory—
application of musical patterns (Araya-Salas, 2012; Doolittle, Gingras, Endres, & Fitch, 2014). 
In this chapter I apply to birdsong analysis findings about rhythmic patterning in improvised 
music—specifically jazz drumming, where adherence to theoretical absolutes is more nuanced, 
albeit in a systematic way (Friberg & Sundström, 2002; Prögler, 1995). I tested whether the 
thrush nightingale, a highly rhythmic and repetitious songbird species, shows a preference to 
rhythms of small integer ratio. I found weak preferences to small integer rhythmic ratios, but also 
found broad usage of other ratios. I then test if variability outside integer ratios in thrush 
nightingales can be explained in the same way that variability in ratios can be understood in the 
performance nuances of jazz drummers. I found in thrush nightingales a similar correlation 
between “swing ratio” and tempo as found in jazz drummers. Interestingly the patterning I tested 
for is on timescales generally imperceptible to human listeners indicating this similarity to 
musical structure is not the source of the bird’s musical appeal to humans. This finding provides 
a unique example of a non-superficial structural similarity that may add credibility to functional 
comparison between birdsong and music.  
In this chapter I extend my analysis to another songbird species famous for its fantastic singing 
performances: the thrush nightingale (Luscinia luscinia). These birds can sing almost 
continuously for hours into the night, alternating between eight and twenty different phrase 
types. Most of these phrase types sound very rhythmic and include buzzes that, when played at a 
low speed, sound like complex drumming. Thrush nightingales also use a variety of pitched 
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syllable types and clicks that can stand alone between song segments or repeat serially. Rhythm 
and repetition emerge as key features in the thrush nightingale song. In this section I investigate 
the rhythmic structure of rhythmically repetitive sequences, trills, and buzzes.  
The thrush nightingale and the Australian pied butcherbird are very distant relatives, whose 
clades are separated by tens of millions of years (the nightingale belongs to the thrush family 
Turdidae, whereas the pied butcherbird belongs to the family Artamidae). It is therefore 
interesting to examine whether or not their singing behavior might still share some common 
principles. In particular, since evidence suggests that pied butcherbirds songs are tailored to 
balance the regularity of motif distribution, I wondered if a similar effect could be observed in 
the thrush nightingale. My working hypothesis is that birdsong is structured to exhibit this 
balance because, like music, it affects the behavioral state of the listener; predictive machinery is 
deeply linked to the activation of emotional responses. If music and birdsong share a function of 
activating emotions through circuits of reward expectation, then similar patterns—where 
regularity and variability are balanced—should exist in both species despite the evolutionary 
distance between them.  
4.2 Methods 
Thrush nightingale recordings were made by Marc Naguib on Hiddensee Island in Northern 
Germany using a Sennheiser ME80/K3U or ME 66/K6 directional microphone, and a SONY 
TCD 5 M tape recorder or a SONY TCD D-100 DAT recorder at 11400 kHz. My analysis 
incorporated the seven birds that Mark Naguib recorded and made available to our lab. The mean 
recording length per bird was 41 minutes.  
I used Goldwave’s autocue function to mark the beginnings and endings of phrases; afterwards I 
scrutinized the cuing manually—adding, subtracting, or moving cues where necessary. The file 
was then split according to these cues. Nightingale phrases are identified both by the pauses 
between them and the characteristic sequences of clicks at the ends of phrases. The segments of 
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the original sound file containing pauses were separated from the phrases and I created a 
temporally sorted set of wave files, each containing a single phrase. Those files were then 
analyzed according to a methodologies outlined in Chapter 2 and Chapter 0. Specific details of 
the analysis and findings are presented in this chapter. 
4.3 Analysis 
Using the song sorting GUI described in Chapter 2, song phrases were visualized aligned by the 
ends of phrases—as this provided better alignment. The phrases were sorted using a spike sorting 
algorithm and then hand sorted according to type. With phrases grouped by rhythmic similarity, 
rhythmic motifs emerged that used repetitive patterns. First, I selected highly repetitive patterns 
for analysis to approximate the study presented in Chapter 0 on butcherbird song motifs. Second, 
I carried out specific analyses of the rhythmic patterns themselves. 
4.4 Results 
I first explored whether or not thrush nightingales build phrases from reusable motifs as the 
butcherbird does. I used my Matlab GUI to generate a representation of singing performance, as 
done in the case of the pied butcherbird; I partitioned the singing behavior into phrases and used 
spike sorting to observe phrase types. Empirically, I found that thrush nightingale songs are 
easier to visualize and classify when aligned with the end of each song phrase. Comparing raster 
plots visually across species (Figure 4.1), we notice that pied butcherbird motifs are most 
distinguishable by their pitch while the thrush nightingale’s motif rhythms are better distinguish 
by their rhythm. In fact, much of the thrush nightingale song is composed of fast frequency 
modulation and clicks rather than pure tones. 
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Figure 4.1 Comparison between butcherbird and thrush nightingale performance repertoire. Pitch (top 
four) and amplitude (bottom four), heat maps of a thrush nightingale (left four) and a butcherbird (right 
four). A, E, C and G show phrases in performance order and B, F D and H show phrases sorted into types. 
Figure 4.2 presents unsorted and sorted raster plots of the seven thrush nightingales that I 
analyzed. As shown, birds vary strongly in the complexity of their songs, and in their alignment. 
For example song motifs in bird 3 and bird 5 were highly stereotyped in duration, so that most 
clusters appear square. In contrast, bird 1 and bird 7 performed song motifs of more variable 
durations, seen as sharp (triangular) edges between motifs.  
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Figure 4.2 Unsorted and sorted amplitude heat map raster plots of 7 nightingale performances. 
4.4.1 Motif distribution in the thrush nightingale 
I found that thrush nightingales do indeed have reusable motifs, as shown in Figure 4.3. 
However, the arrangement of these motifs is much more stereotyped in the thrush nightingale 
than in the butcherbird. Whereas the same motif in the butcherbird song (Chapter 0) might be 
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found at the beginning, middle, or end of a phrase, motifs in the nightingale song tend to fall into 
strict positions within a phrase. For example, the motif that is circled in Figure 4.3 (right) tends 
to precede only a few click sequence types and will not be found at the beginning or ends of 
phrases. Motif types are generally not as apparent in the nightingale song as in the butcherbird 
song. The number of serial repetitions also varies, as seen in the varied lengths of click 
sequences following the circled motif in Figure 4.3, making a direct analogy to motifs in the 
butcherbird tenuous.  
	  
Figure 4.3 Reusable motifs in the thrush nightingale song. On the right a reusable motif is circled. The 
appearance of this reusable motif within a song performance sequence (left) falls into clusters—the motif 
is not distributed uniformly. 
Since a direct comparison of temporal regularity in performing shared song motifs across species 
is not possible, I tried an indirect approach. First, focusing on the last part of each song phrase—
which often contains clicks of various rhythms—I identified click types as a proxy for phrase 
types. I then tested for temporal regularity in the production of click (motif) types from phrase to 
phrase, as in the pied butcherbird. To reconstruct the analysis of temporal regularity at the level 
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of reused motifs I treated rhythmic grouping type as a type of motif. For example, isochronous 
(metronomic) clicks were all grouped as one motif type; clicks produced in pairs were grouped 
as a second motif type; etc. Thus, I was able to test for regularity in the distribution of rhythmic 
motifs (Figure 4.4) from phrase to phrase. 
	  
Figure 4.4 Grouping types are treated as motif types for analysis of motif distribution. A, A segment of 
the phrase with the sequence shown in C. B, A phrase ending with the sequence shown in D. C-D, these 
sequences are considered the same motif because they share a rhythmic grouping structure of three. 
For this investigation I analyzed the entire singing performances of six birds that sang at least 
195 phrases. I found that the distribution of click types was significantly more uniform than what 
was expected by chance (Mean CV (shuffled – performance) = 0.217, SD = 13.6, t(5) = -3.92, p 
< 0.05). 
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Figure 4.5 Comparing the thrush nightingale and butcherbird song performances. A, Distribution of 
phrase types throughout a performance is more uniform than expected from chance. B, Regularity in 
distribution of motif types does not counterbalance complexity in the thrush nightingale. 
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I then proceeded to test whether or not a similar effect might exist on the level of reusable song 
motifs, defined here as rhythmic grouping types. Note that rhythmic grouping types 
(isochronous, duos, trios, etc.) were found in variable positions within phrase types. That is, 
phrases tended to have more than one grouping type within a phrase—analogous to motif types 
in the pied butcherbird.  Figure 3.4 shows two phrase types (Figure 4.4A, B), each containing a 
different type of three grouping (Figure 4.4C, D). In my analysis these two occurrences of a three 
grouping were considered the same motif type.  
Next I was able to perform permuting of phrase bigram Markov models as done with 
butcherbirds. This analysis aimed to test if the bird’s Markov model tends to rank lower (below 
the 50th percentile) among all of the possible permutations. However, this was not the case 
(Figure 4.5B). Further, there was no indication of a relationship whereby greater complexity was 
balanced by regularity in motif distribution as seen in the butcherbird. If anything, Figure 4.5B 
shows a slight positive trend—meaning that more complex repertoires exhibit less regularity in 
the distribution of these motifs.  
In sum, at the level of click types we see that temporal sequences are more regular than what is 
expected by chance. However, I failed to find a lower level of ‘shared motifs’ that the bird 
performs with high temporal regularity, as in the pied butcherbird.  
4.4.2 Rhythmic ratios and swinging 
Rhythm in western music is notated according to strict rules about meter and beat placement and 
this likely reflects internal representations of rhythmic patterns (Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). In 
performance, however, a broad range of variations on rhythmic structures can be used to 
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facilitate expressiveness (Laroche, 2001). Specifically in jazz, rock, and improvised music the 
“groove” is highly dependent on carefully placed deviations from isochronous rhythmic 
templates (Prögler, 1995). 
Rhythm is a complex feature that is linked with the concept of sequencing. While sequencing 
occurs in multiple modalities—including movements and spatial arrangements—rhythm only 
applies to patterns in time. Though aperiodic sequences of temporal events can be considered 
rhythms (Clayton, 1996; Glass, 2001), consideration of rhythm in music is often restricted to 
periodic structures (Clayton, 1996). The simplest unit of periodic rhythm is called isochronous 
beating, as in that of a metronome or a clock. More complex rhythms can be constructed by 
sequencing varying intervals of time with respect to those beats. When a sequence of such 
intervals is repeated a rhythmic motive emerges. In music, the ratios of intervals between events 
are typically (but not always) small-integer ratios (Desain & Honing, 1989).  
In this respect musical rhythm is similar to musical scales, except that in the case of scales small 
integer ratios are in the frequency domain, while in the case of rhythm those small integer ratios 
are defined in the time domain. However, this distinction is somewhat arbitrary: every time a 
varying signal can be represented in either time or frequency domains, which are equivalent 
(isomorphic). The real difference between harmonic pitch and rhythm lies only in their time 
scales (Saar & Mitra, 2008). We perceive harmonic pitch in frequency ranges between 20Hz and 
20kHz, whereas lower frequencies are perceived as rhythms. This transition point is likely to be 
species specific and to our knowledge no perceptual studies have looked into this in any songbird 
species. Whereas the question of whether or not the equivalent of musical scales is a salient 
feature of birdsong is highly controversial (Araya-Salas, 2012; Doolittle et al., 2014), there is 
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little doubt that many birdsongs are highly rhythmic. Birds such as the thrush nightingale use 
repetitive patterns from which a rhythmic motive emerges. Here, I test whether or not the 
rhythms in the thrush nightingale’s song coincide with small-integer ratios. Answering this 
question may also have some bearing on the question of musical scales in birdsong as noted 
above.   
Since musical rhythms are not easy to define, quantify, or classify (Krumhansl, 2000; Peeters, 
2005), I limited my investigation to rhythms of intermediate complexity. I excluded isochronous 
rhythms, those are simply repeated beats of equal period with no ‘internal’ structure, and focused 
on ‘first order’ non-isochronous rhythms. First order’ non-isochronous rhythms include 
groupings of two or more sounds with no nested structure (or any other higher level of 
organizational hierarchy). These basic rhythms are the most common rhythms that can be 
identified in the thrush nightingale song: 
Duos (Figure 4.6A, B) are very common (18 cases in 6 birds). Duos appear as clicks and pitches, 
as well as within hierarchical rhythms (Figure 4.6E). Trio rhythms (Figure 4.6C) are slightly less 
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Figure 4.6 Rhythmic groupings in the thrush nightingale. These groupings can be found as A, duo clicks 
and B, duo pitched motifs, as will as in C, trios; D, quatros; and E, hierarchical rhythmic patterns—such 
as groups of two within three. 
In order to visually identify the entire range of rhythms produced by seven thrush nightingales I 
constructed sorted raster plots (see Chapter 2), as shown in Figure 4.6. Eathan Janney  9/9/2015 12:22 PM
Deleted: Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.7 Duos in nightingale raster plots. A, Amplitude heatmaps of nightingale phrases sorted into 
phrase types incorporating similar rhythms. White boxes indicate locations of duos. B, A magnification of 
the plot in A with scale changed to black and white for clarity. Red boxes indicate locations of the same 
duo groupings as outlined in A.  
I analyzed these rhythms in an attempt to assess the following alternative scenarios:  
Scenario 1: The ‘rhythmic ratios’ observed in the thrush nightingale song are trivial outcomes of 
the bird repeating song motifs. In our case, multiple repetitions of groupings of two, three, or 
four motifs can generate a broad variety of ‘rhythms’. The time intervals between those rhythm 
motifs are not expected to be small integer ratios. However, they are not expected to be 
completely random (uniformly distributed) either, due to production constraints.   
a. Duty cycle constraints: A duty cycle is the percentage of one period in which a signal 
is active. In general, respiration imposes constraints on the duration of sounds versus silences. In 
the very rapid rhythms I investigate, it is likely that the entire buzz is performed within a single 
expiration ((T. Gardner, Cecchi, Magnasco, Laje, & Mindlin, 2001; Mindlin, Gardner, Goller, & 
Suthers, 2003)). But in the slower rhythms, respiration is likely to impose a higher bound on duty 
cycle; in the case of non-vocal stops (silences), when the bird is likely to take a mini-breath, a 
minimum of about a 20-30ms silence interval is likely to be required. 
b. Click production constraints: The mechanism of click generation in the thrush 
nightingale is not known. In principle, clicks can be produced either by the beak or by the syrinx. 
Either way, the minimal interval between consecutive clicks, as well as the ratios between 
rhythm motifs, could be similar to those used in drumming (Gardner et al., 2001; Laje et al., 
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2008; Rocchesso, Bresin, & Fernström, 2003; Wagner, 2006). For example, it is easy to produce 
duo drumming by holding the stick loosely, allowing it to ‘jump’ twice before raising your hand. 
In this case, you control the cycle but the ‘doubles’ are determined by the physical properties of 
the drum and the stick (mass, elasticity, etc.).  Therefore, even a universal stereotype in some 
rhythm intervals can be potentially explained as a production constraint.  
Our ignorance about rhythm production mechanisms in the thrush nightingale does not allow for 
the construction of a formal model for a ‘trivial rhythm’. However, it is reasonable to assume 
that the production constraints are most likely at the upper or lower boundaries of intervals 
within the cycle. Therefore, when comparing simple (e.g., duo) rhythms across a broad enough 
range of cycle durations (periods), production constraints will not impose rhythms of a small 
integer ratio.  
In sum, observing small integer ratios within any specific cycle duration should not suffice to 
reject Scenario 1 but observing similar small integer ratios across a wide range of cycles and 
across birds would make Scenario 1 unlikely.  
Scenario 2: The trills are not simple chains of repeated motifs, but an output of a ‘rhythm 
generator’. In the simplest case, it may be some sort of oscillator (e.g., a pendulum) that 
generates beats. Clicks or other sounds should be produced in small multipliers of the beat. For 
example, a duo rhythm can be generated by skipping one beat 1,2, _, 1,2, _… Alternatively, the 
duo rhythm can be generated by skipping two beats 1,2, _,_, 1,2, _,_… and so forth. Similarly, a 
trio rhythm can be generated by skipping one beat 1,2,3,_,1,2,3,_... or skipping two, three, or 
more beats. I do not expect the singing behavior to be fully metronomic; this is not the case in 
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music either, as small deviations from the beat are an important aspect of music in many cultures 
(Hennig, Fleischmann, & Geisel, 2012). Also, there is no reason to assume a fully stationary 
beat. For example, the thrush nightingale song often includes accelerating trills (Rothenberg et 
al., 2014). Therefore, my investigation is not aimed at finding a perfect match, but at some 
reasonable approximation of the postulated rhythm framework. If this is the case, comparison to 
musical rhythms will become meaningful.  
To qualitatively assess which one of these scenarios is more consistent with our data, I 
implemented a method developed by Toussaint (2005) to represent the geometry of musical 
rhythms. The rhythms are displayed on a circular diagram, which represents one period of the 
rhythm’s repetition.  
Figure 4.8 presents the distribution of interval ratios in duo rhythms in seven nightingales. In duo 
rhythms there are only two alternating intervals: a short one followed by a long one. Figure 3A 
presents a histogram of the interval ratios (short interval/cycle) across birds. Interestingly, the 
peak of the histogram coincides almost exactly with the smallest possible 1:2 integer ratio. 
Therefore, a rhythm structure containing three beats (Figure 4.8D) is the most likely model. 
However, some individual sequences align with a structure containing four (Figure 4.8E) or five 
beats (Figure 4.8F). In other cases, there is no clear fit.  
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Figure 4.8 Repeated pairs of clicks (duos) tend to follow a triangular (1,2,_,1,2,_) rhythm template. A, the 
distribution of rhythmic ratios. B, the duty cycle increases as sound length increases. C, duty cycles are 
higher when there is less silence between sounds. D, some trio types adhere strongly to a 2:1 beat to 
silence ratio while E, some adhere to a 3:1 and F, others to a 5:1 ratio. 
To further estimate constraints, I examine how the duty cycle might be effected by the duration 
of sounds (clicks, notes) and silences in it (Figure 4.8B, C). As shown, longer sounds correlate 
with longer duty cycles. The correlation is consistent with the notion that the duration of silences 
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is kept constant while duration of notes is increased. This effect could mirror constraints imposed 
by production mechanisms.  
In order to further explore the consistencies in timing ratios that support the rhythm generator 
hypothesis, I pooled data across rhythmic grouping types to test whether or not there is a trend 
towards small integer ratios between rhythm intervals and the rhythm cycle. For example, in a 
grouping of four clicks, I measure the ratio of the average of the onset intervals between the 
members of the four groupings, and the length of the largest silence between each group of four 
clicks. Across the 44 samples of various rhythms the histogram of integer ratios has a peak at 
around 1/3, as in the case of duos (Figure 3.8), but its overall shape is much broader. 
There is no statistically significant trend towards small integer ratios. Therefore, although 
skipping a single beat is the most common interval, the analysis failed to generalize this effect at 
slightly higher ratios. From the perspective of a musician, it is perhaps not terribly surprising that 
there is variability in the exactitude of these timing ratios, as human music demonstrates a near 
necessity for such nuanced departure from metronomic regularity. However, is there a pattern 
whereby the various levels of departure can be explained systematically? 




Figure 4.9 Pooling ratios of small to large intervals across various grouping types—i.e. 2s, 3s, and 4s—
reveals a similar pattern to that of duo rhythms.    
It is known, for example, that in jazz drumming there is a large degree of variability as to how a 
swing feel is executed. Eighth notes, for example, though typically notated as isochronous beats 
on the page, will be interpreted within the genre of jazz music as long and short subdivisions of 
the beat. Furthermore, the length of the long beat is known to vary from more than a 3:1 ratio to 
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near the notated 1:1 ratio. A study of a range of jazz drummers found that the determining factor 
as to which ratio was used was largely the tempo of the piece (Friberg & Sundström, 2002). 
	  
Figure 4.10 Jazz drummers systematically decrease their swing ratio as tempo increases. (Friberg & 
Sundström, 2002). 
To test if thrush nightingales exhibited a similar effect, I tested for a correlation between cycle 
length and “swing ratio” (ratio of smaller to larger interval) within their duo patterns. As shown 
in Figure 4.11 there is indeed a significant correlation (r = -0.84, p < .001). 
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Figure 4.11 Nightingales adjust their level of “swing” based on tempo. 
The high swing ratios at low tempos are likely due to perceptual preferences, while the low 
swing ratios at high tempos are likely due to production constraints. Furthermore, the direction of 
the line points toward the threshold at which the mechanism for producing repeated two 
groupings breaks down (this is the case with jazz drummers). In this case, the equation of the line 
indicates that the fastest rate for two groupings (with minimal swing) would not be faster than 
1080 bpm. In our groupings of one, simple repetition, the fastest rate (if considered in groups of 
two) is around 1260 bpm. In sum, these results support the hypothesis that a rhythm generator 
underlies rhythmic ratios in the thrush nightingale, that context dependent fine-tuning of the 
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rhythmic ratios is performed, but as tempos increase production constraints become the 
determining factor in how rhythms are executed. 
 
  




5.1 Is birdsong a model for music? 
The studies outlined in this thesis demonstrate that birdsong shares deep structural similarities 
with music. Further, this suggests the intriguing idea that birdsong can provide an experimental 
model for understanding music. My studies of the Australian pied butcherbird song revealed an 
interesting mechanism for balance within performance structure. Rhythmic patterns in the thrush 
nightingale exhibit a strong resemblance to groove patterns performed in music. In the least I 
have established quantitatively that musicality is present in multiple bird species.  
Additionally, I generated methods for exploring birdsong that can be applied to other species, 
possibly uncovering more parallels with music within other types of avian vocal performance. In 
attempting, unsuccessfully, to extend finding from the butcherbird to the thrush nightingale I 
conclude that each species must be treated uniquely in exploring its musicality. On the other 
hand I have falsified the null hypothesis that birdsong has no structural connection with music 
demonstrating in a robust quantitative way that the contrary can be true. 
The nuanced nature of my findings in the thrush nightingale also challenges previous attempts to 
connect birdsong with music by applying theoretical ideals. I am reminded that searching for 
theoretical ideals in behavior can be a spurious endeavor. Just as optimal foraging theory is 
problematic in practical application (Gray, 1987; Pierce & Ollason, 1987) searching for music 
theory in birdsong my be distract from a more fruitful search for consistencies with musical 
practice. 
5.2 A proof of concept using computational tools 
To many of us birdsong sounds musical but a feeling of similarity is not enough to prove a 
connection between the behaviors of birdsong and musical performance. Here I have 
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demonstrated how computational tools can be applied to provide rigorous evaluations of these 
intuitions. Thus we begin to have the ability to see where our intuitions fail and how far they 
extend when they are confirmed. With the answers these quantitative methods provide we can 
begin to understand more deeply the connections between birds and humans as well as to 
understand birds and humans each more deeply in and of themselves. 
5.3 Are these findings a coincidence? 
The findings in the Australian pied butcherbird appear to be robust, especially in light of the tight 
correlation found between uniformity in motif distribution and complexity measures. We do not 
know the age or even the gender of the birds of our sample and therefore the range of variability 
observed could be due to these factors. For example, younger birds may exhibit less complexity 
while older birds can have established greater complexity. However the fact that the parameter of 
complexity is balance by regularity in motif distribution remains as a robust finding regardless. 
In the thrush nightingale my findings suggest a unique connection between rhythmic patterning 
in humans and birds. The extreme resemblance in the manifestation of these rhythmic behaviors 
makes it unlikely that the similarities are coincidental.  
The members of each sample in the case of both the butcherbird and the nightingale were 
selected so as to represent the species and not for their inherent musical sound. Though the 
species I studies were already thought to be musical there was no bias towards recording 
particularly musical sounding members of each species. 
5.4 Is it reasonable to compare birds and humans? 
Taking comparative psychological perspective, we can ask in what sense it is reasonable to make 
analogies between birds and humans. In the particular case of musical behavior the comparison 
may seem tenuous. Clearly, there are striking differences: for one, human culture incorporates 
cumulative information recorded over centuries through both written and spoken language. To 
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date we have no evidence for a similar capacity in birds. On the other hand perhaps neural 
mechanisms underlying musical and avian vocal behaviors are evolutionarily conserved. For 
example, rhythm producing structures which originate in the brain stem across multiple taxa. 
Therefore, the discoveries I have made in the thrush nightingale may be in exactly the domain 
we would expect to find analogies within. 
In the case of my findings concerning the butcherbird it is far more likely that similarities are due 
to convergent evolution. Flies (Coen, Clemens, & Weinstein, 2014; Riabinina, Dai, Duke, & 
Albert, 2011) and amphibians (Tobias, 2011) may exhibit behaviors that are song-like, however 
this does not sufficiently justify a theory that musical balance is an ancient behavioral trait. The 
relative absence of song-like behaviors in other more closely related species (Fitch, 2006, 2009) 
weakens claims along these lines.  
However, this does not rule out the possibility that when auditory performance signals arise and 
evolve independently they may adhere to certain principles of balance. The possible engagement 
of dopaminergic circuits discussed in the introduction supports this. My claim is that the 
characteristic balance exhibited in both music and birdsong is an emergent feature of an auditory 
performance behavior intended to manipulate the behavioral state of an observer. 
It has been demonstrated that when coordinating non-isochronous motor patterns humans at 
increasing speeds phrase transitions occur at predictable timescales (Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 
1985). For example, in alternating finger tapping tasks participants unwillingly transition to 
synchronous tapping as speeds increase. Thrush nightingales exhibit graded transitioning of 
rhythmic patterns that are also tuned to tempo. Thrush nightingales tend toward isochronous 
beats as the tempo of asymmetric rhythmic patterns increase. For this reason it is probable that 
similar neural mechanisms underlie rhythmic patterning in nightingales and humans. 
The fact that my study has significant findings in two species gives strength to the claims that 
there are fundamental connections between birdsong and music. The butcherbird is an ancestral 
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Australian species while the thrush nightingale is a highly derived northern hemisphere oscine. If 
we can find musicality in such distinct species it is more likely it can be uncovered elsewhere in 
birds. 
Comparisons between birds and humans have gained significant credibility in recent years. 
Structures in the avian song system have been likened to thalamo-cortical loops in humans 
(Vates, Vicario, & Nottebohm, 1997). FoxP2 is integral in vocal learning in both humans and 
birds (Scharff & Haesler, 2005).  Recent research suggests that vocal learning processes overlap 
significantly across species (Lipkind et al., 2013). 
5.5 How do these findings generalize to other samples or other species?  
In the Australian pied butcherbird we have two cohorts that exhibited similar outcomes. It is 
likely that other sampling of butcherbird song will yeild similar results. Butcherbirds are musical 
creatures. Just as in human music there will be variability in how this manifests. However within 
relatively small sample sizes of n < 10 we see consistent trends within a group.  
The thrush nightingals we recorded were all from a similar region and these birds exist in other 
territories throughout Europe. There is a chance that our sample is unique and is only 
representative of the local population of Hiddensee Island or the surrounding region of Germany. 
It would be fruitful to compare these results with results in samples originating throughout 
Europe. Publicly available data on http://xeno-canto.org provides a rich resource with which to 
address this question. 
I have discovered that Australian pied butcherbirds and thrush nightingales each have music in 
their own way. Can we generalize to say that all birds have music? No, but in answer to the 
general question of whether or not birds have music the answer that they do. Falsifying the  
hypothesis that  birds do not have music at all is an important step in understanding musical 
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behavior. My findings in two bird species indicate that birds offer a fruitful place to look for 
music like behavior in nature.  
We can not generalize that all non-human species have music but we can say that there is 
musical behavior among non-human animals. My studies help provide a template on how to look 
for it.  
5.6 Next Steps 
The song sorting GUI I developed is a useful tool for exploring the songs of other avian species. 
I have made the Matlab code available in this thesis and also online. It would be fruitful to 
develop an online resource and database that duplicates the functionality I have already 
established. This could allow crowd sourcing of these analyses and the possible discovery of 
other musical structures in birdsong. 
In addition, this thesis offers a foundation for experimental testing. For example, is the 
characteristic shift towards isochrones in nightingale swing ratio at faster tempos due to 
production constraints at the neural level or at the level of the musculature? Long & Fee (2008) 
used cooling and warming of HVC to demonstrate it’s role in timing of vocal motor sequences. 
Could the temperature of HVC affect the rates of swing ratio adjustment? Could taxing the 
musculature in singers increase the rate at which swing ratios trends towards isochronous 
rhythm?  
I imply that the performance trends I discovered have been established to elicit a very specific 
effect in avian listeners. Playback studies that adjust the level of balance and test for preference 
in listeners could establish the limits of this effect. To what extent are swing ratios important to 
thrush nightingale listeners? Would subtle adjustment away from the ratios I detected make song 
less attractive? Is the tendency toward isochronous rhythm at faster tempos appealing to listeners 
or could they prefer greater asymmetry in rhythm were avian performers only capable of this? If 
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they would prefer greater rhythmic asymmetry at faster tempos then we can create supernormal 
song stimuli that would be predicted impress listeners preponderantly. 
5.7 Summary 
Although humans have the capacity to appreciate birdsong as musical (Blackburn, Su, & Cassey, 
2014), it is still unclear whether or not birds experience their own vocalizations as “music.” I 
have developed methods of analysis that allow us to explore the musicality of birdsong in the 
same way that we explore the structure of what we understand music to be. Using these methods 
we can experience birdsong, while observing fine and gross details concurrently. This allows us 
to develop intuitions about the unique features of song and performance structure that may be 
relevant to each bird species. By uncovering these features and understanding their organization 
we find deep parallels between bird songs and human music, which indicates that they share a 
similar role: to manipulate the behavioral state of a listener. 
This thesis addresses the question of whether more than superficial connections between 
birdsong and music exist. I have shown that there is a link between the structure of the 
butcherbird song and music—that each provides tools that can manipulate the listener’s 
expectation. In the nightingale I have demonstrated that finely tuned rhythm generators could 
underlie rhythmic patterning. This finding suggests that there are rhythmic templates to which an 
individual rhythmic sequence can either conform to or overthrow. Although it is not conclusive 
that nightingales show a propensity towards small integer ratios in rhythm, this question is still 
worth exploring.  
Jazz and other groove music allows for an interesting comparison with birdsong. The swing 
groove is characteristic of the jazz genre. Before technical measures of swing ratio were easy to 
perform and analyze, the concept of swing was relatively mysterious despite the fact that it was a 
defining factor of the genre. Duke Ellington’s famously titled piece “It don’t mean a thing if it 
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ain’t got that swing!” characterizes how an intangible feature can be central to the organization 
of a performance at a micro level, and how it can also define a genre at the macro level.  
I have set out to discover whether or not subtle features can be uncovered within birdsong that 
define how birds experience and perform vocalization. In a sense each bird species—be it the 
Australian pied butcherbird or the thrush nightingale—has its own genre. There are boundaries 
within which the bird’s song is restricted. In the butcherbird I discovered that the distribution of 
motifs throughout a performance is a mechanism of balance. In the nightingale we found, not 
surprisingly, that timing is central to the organization of its songs.  
The specific mechanisms outlined in these analyses are evidence of constraints determined by 
perceptual biases: regularity in motif distribution bounded by song complexity, and rhythmic 
ratios bounded by a characteristic function. Do birds have the capacity to appreciate conspecific 
song in a way that is similar to how humans appreciate music? If so, then it is highly likely that 
these subtle features are essential to that appreciation. 
Do birds have music? I have found rhythimic patterns in the thrush nightingale and mechanisms 
of balance in the Australian pied butcherbird that align with musical structure. This study is an 
important step in establishing quantitatively that there is a deep connection between the structure 
of birdsong and music. Using the appropriate tools and searching along the appropriate 















6.1 Custom code 
Recorded below are the Matlab functions that I created to aid in my analyses. Explanations for 
implementing the code, especially for using the Song Sorting GUI are outlined in section 6.2. 
6.1.1 getDataMatrixFromMysql.m 
0001 function [threeDMatrix, features] = getDataMatrixFromMysql(rawFeaturesTable); 
0002 mysql('open', 'localhost', 'root', 'sap2011'); 
0003 mysql('use sap'); 
0004 features = {'amplitude', 'mean_frequency_amp', 'pitch', 'mean_frequency',... 
0005     'FM', 'am', ' goodness', 'entropy', 'peak_frequency',... 
0006     'continuity_t', 'continuity_f'}; 
0007 mysql_string = ['select file_index from ', rawFeaturesTable]; 
0008 indices=mysql(mysql_string);  
0009 threeDMatrix = []; 
0010 for I = 1:length(features) 
0011     I; 
0012     for J = 0:max(indices) 
0013         J; 
0014         str = ['select ', cell2mat(features(I)), ' from ', rawFeaturesTable, ' where 
file_index = ', num2str(J)]; 
0015         size(threeDMatrix); 
0016         size(mysql(str))'; 
0017         threeDMatrix(J+1, 1:length(mysql(str)), I) = flipud(mysql(str)); 
0018  




!   




0001 function setup(struct) 
0002  
0003 persistent s graphics player  
0004 s = struct; 
0005 if ~isfield(s, 'pt1'); s.pt1 = 1;end 
0006 if ~isfield(s, 'pt2'); s.pt2 = 1;end 
0007 if ~isfield(s, 'array3D');  
0008     f = errordlg('Your input structure must have a field named ''array3D'' containing mysql 
data.', 'More Input Needed'); 
0009 end 
0010 if ~isfield(s, 'rowOrder'); s.rowOrder = 1:length(s.array3D(:,1,1)); s.rowOrder = 
s.rowOrder'; end 
0011 if ~isfield(s, 'shiftable'); s.shiftable = cat(2, zeros(size(s.array3D)), s.array3D, 
zeros(size(s.array3D))); end 
0012 if ~isfield(s, 'sz'); s.sz = size(s.shiftable); end 
0013 if ~isfield(s, 'shiftsLR'); s.shiftsLR = zeros(size(s.array3D(:,1,1))); end 
0014 if ~isfield(s, 'repMatCol'); s.repMatCol = repmat(1:s.sz(2), s.sz(1), 1); end 
0015 if ~isfield(s, 'columnShiftMat') s.columnShiftMat = bsxfun(@plus, s.repMatCol, 
s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder)); end 
0016 if ~isfield(s, 'repMatRow'); s.repMatRow = repmat(s.rowOrder, 1, s.sz(2)); end 
0017 if ~isfield(s, 'feature_number'); s.feature_number = 1; end 
0018 if ~isfield(s, 'sheet'); s.sheet = s.shiftable(:, :, s.feature_number); end 
0019 if ~isfield(s, 'clickingFunctionValue'); s.clickingFunctionValue = 1; end 
0020 if ~isfield(s, 's2i'); s.s2i = sub2ind(s.sz(1:2), s.repMatRow(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3), 
s.columnShiftMat(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3)); end 
0021 if ~isfield(s, 'speedValue'); s.speedValue = 1; end 
0022 if ~isfield(s, 'quickAlignValue'); s.quickAlignValue = length(s.array3D(1,:,1))-200; end 
0023 if ~isfield(s, 'quickAlign'); s.quickAlign = 2; end 
0024 if ~isfield(s, 'features');  
0025     s.features = {'amplitude','mean_frequency_amp','pitch','mean_frequency','FM','am',' 
goodness','entropy','peak_frequency','continuity_t'}; end 
0026  
0027 if ~isfield(s, 'feature_options'); 
0028     s.feature_options= 'amplitude|mean_frequency_amp|pitch|mean_frequency|FM|am| 
goodness|entropy|peak_frequency|continuity_t|continuity_f'; end 
0029  
0030 if ~isfield(s, 'soundfiles'); 
0031     selection = questdlg('Please select the folder containing soundfiles.',... 
0032         'Close Request Function',... 
0033         'OK','No','OK'); 
0034     switch selection, 
0035         case 'OK', 
0036             folder = uigetdir; 
0037             % Get the directory list of the input folder. 
0038             fileList = dir(folder); 
0039             % for pc... 
0040             if ispc 
0041                 % Skip the nonsense at the beginning. 
0042                 fileList = fileList(3:end); 
0043                 % for mac... 
0044             else 
0045                 fileList = fileList(3:end); 
0046             end 
0047              
0048             % Change the structure to a cell. 
0049             fileListCell = struct2cell(fileList); 
0050             % Nameslist only contains the wav file names. 
0051             filenamesList = fileListCell(1,:); 
0052             % filenamesList(:,1:2) = filenamesList(:, [2,1]); 
0053             % filenamesList(end) 
0054              
0055             for i = 1:length(fileListCell) 
0056                 if ispc  
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0057                     str = [folder, '\' cell2mat(filenamesList(i))]; 
0058                 else 
0059                     str = [folder, '/' cell2mat(filenamesList(i))]; 
0060                 end 
0061                 [y, Fs] = audioread(str); 
0062                 %    soundfiles(i).audio = wavread(str); 
0063                 s.soundfiles(i).audio = y; 
0064                 s.soundfiles(i).string = str; 
0065                 s.soundfiles(i).len = length(y); 
0066             end 
0067         case 'No' 
0068             return 
0069     end     
0070 end 
0071  
0072 % create a docked figure 
0073 graphics.fig = figure('windowst', 'do'); 
0074 graphics.axis = gca; 
0075 % graphics.image = imagesc(s.array3D(:,:,1)); hold on; 
0076 graphics.image = imagesc(s.array3D(:,:,1)); 
0077         s.repMatCol = repmat(1:s.sz(2), s.sz(1), 1); 
0078         size(s.repMatCol) 
0079         size(s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder)) 
0080         s.columnShiftMat = bsxfun(@plus, s.repMatCol, s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder)); 
0081         s.repMatRow = repmat(s.rowOrder, 1, s.sz(2)); 
0082         s.s2i = sub2ind(s.sz(1:2), s.repMatRow(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3), 
s.columnShiftMat(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3)); 
0083 set(graphics.image,'cdata', s.sheet(s.s2i)); hold on; 
0084 graphics.playerDot = scatter(0, 0); hold off; 
0085 set(graphics.image,'cdata', s.sheet(s.s2i), 'ButtonDownFcn', @decide); 
0086 graphics.cmap = colormap; 
0087 player = audioplayer([0 1], 44100); 
0088 player.TimerFcn = {@plotMarker, player, gcf, s.pt1}; 
0089 player.TimerPeriod = 0.05; 
0090  
0091 ui.quickAlign = uicontrol('Style', 'popup',... 
0092     'String', 'quick align on|quick align off',... 
0093     'Position', [0 75 100 50],... 
0094     'Callback', @alignType, 'Value', 2,... 
0095     'Visible', 'off'); 
0096     function alignType(hObj, event) 
0097         str = 'quickAlign' 
0098         s.quickAlign = get(hObj,'Value') 
0099         switch get(hObj, 'Value') 
0100             case 1 
0101                 prompt = {'Confirm or replace alignment value:'}; 
0102                 dlg_title = 'Input'; 
0103                 num_lines = 1; 
0104                 def = {num2str(s.quickAlignValue)}; 
0105                 s.quickAlignValue = str2double(inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def)); 
0106             case 2 
0107                 return 
0108         end 
0109     end 
0110  
0111 ui.moveGroupButton = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',... 
0112     'String', sprintf('Move Group'),... 
0113     'Position', [0 200 100 25],... 
0114     'Callback',@moveGroup_callback); 
0115  
0116     function moveGroup_callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
0117         prompt = {'First row of group:','Last row of group:', 'Insert point:'}; 
0118         dlg_title = 'Move a group of rows.'; 
0119         num_lines= 1; 
0120         def     = {'1','1','1'}; 
0121         answer  = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def); 
0122         array = s.rowOrder;  
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0123         segment = [str2num(cell2mat(answer(1))), str2num(cell2mat(answer(2)))]; 
0124         insert_pt = str2num(cell2mat(answer(3))); 
0125         rowOrder_temp = insert_at(array, segment, insert_pt); 
0126         s.rowOrder = rowOrder_temp; 
0127         s.repMatRow = repmat(s.rowOrder, 1, s.sz(2)); 
0128         s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder) 
0129         s.columnShiftMat = bsxfun(@plus, s.repMatCol, s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder)); 
0130         s.s2i = sub2ind(s.sz(1:2), s.repMatRow(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3), 
s.columnShiftMat(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3)); 
0131         set(graphics.image,'cdata', s.sheet(s.s2i)); 
0132         set(graphics.image,'ButtonDownFcn', @decide); 
0133     end 
0134  
0135 ui.saveButton = uicontrol('Style','pushbutton',... 
0136     'String', 'Save',... 
0137     'Position', [0 175 100 25],... 
0138     'Callback',@save_callback); 
0139  
0140     function save_callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
0141         % hObject    handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO) 
0142         % eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
0143         % handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
0144         folder_name = uigetdir 
0145         prompt = 'Name your .mat file.'; 
0146         filename = inputdlg(prompt, ['Saving in ', prompt]) 
0147         filename = cell2mat(filename); 
0148         selection = questdlg('Save Figure Data?',... 
0149             'Close Request Function',... 
0150             'Yes','No','Yes'); 
0151         switch selection, 
0152             case 'Yes', 
0153                 dirName = [folder_name, '/', filename]; 
0154                 mkdir(dirName); 
0155                 matName = [dirName '/', filename, '.mat'] 
0156                 figData = s; 
0157                 toEval = ['save ', matName, ' figData -v7.3'] 
0158                 eval(toEval) 
0159             case 'No' 
0160                 return 
0161         end 
0162     end 
0163  
0164 ui.functionChoice = uicontrol('Style', 'popup',... 
0165     'String', 'rearrange|listen|shiftLR',... 
0166     'Position', [0 100 100 50],... 
0167     'Callback', @setClickingFunction); 
0168     function setClickingFunction(hObj, event) 
0169         set(graphics.image ,'ButtonDownFcn', @decide); 
0170         str = 'that was clickingFunctionValue set by hObj' 
0171         s.clickingFunctionValue = get(hObj,'Value'); 
0172         switch s.clickingFunctionValue 
0173             case 1 
0174                 hidem(ui.speedChoice) 
0175                 hidem(ui.quickAlign) 
0176             case 2 
0177                 showm(ui.speedChoice) 
0178                 hidem(ui.quickAlign) 
0179             case 3 
0180                 hidem(ui.speedChoice) 
0181                 showm(ui.quickAlign) 
0182         end 
0183     end 
0184  
0185 ui.speedChoice = uicontrol('Style', 'popup',... 
0186     'String', '0.25|0.50|1.00|2.00',... 
0187     'Position', [0 50 100 50],... 
0188     'Callback', @setspeed, 'Value', 3,... 
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0189     'Visible', 'off'); 
0190     function setspeed(hObj, event) 
0191         str = 'that was clickingFunctionValue set by hObj2' 
0192         s.speedValue = 0.25*2^(get(hObj,'Value')-1) 
0193     end 
0194  
0195 ui.featureChoice = uicontrol('Style', 'popup',... 
0196     'String', s.feature_options,... 
0197     'Position', [0 125 100 50],... 
0198     'Callback', @display_new_feature); 
0199  
0200     function display_new_feature(hObj, event) 
0201         s.feature_number = get(hObj, 'Value') 
0202         s.sheet = s.shiftable(:, :, s.feature_number); 
0203         set(graphics.image,'cdata', s.sheet(s.s2i)); 
0204         im_here = 1 
0205         switch s.feature_number 
0206             case 1 
0207                 set(graphics.axis, 'clim', [0 70]); 
0208             case 4 
0209                 set(graphics.axis, 'clim', [0 3000]); 
0210             case 8 
0211                 set(graphics.axis, 'clim', [-800 0]); 
0212             otherwise 
0213                 set(graphics.axis, 'clim', [min(min(s.sheet(s.s2i))) 
max(max(s.sheet(s.s2i)))]) 
0214         end         
0215         title(s.features(s.feature_number),'interpreter', 'none') 
0216         disp(num2str(s.feature_number))         
0217     end 
0218  
0219     function decide(varargin) 
0220         current_pt = round(get(graphics.axis, 'CurrentPoint')) 
0221         % The value of the dropdown menu is 'clickingFunctionValue' 
0222         if s.clickingFunctionValue == 1 
0223             stop(player) 
0224             clear playsnd 
0225             clear sound 
0226             % We only need the y coordinate of CurrentPoint 
0227             s.pt1 = current_pt(3) 
0228             % when you get the second click you can switch the places of 
0229             % the first and second rows clicked.  (not exactly) 
0230             set(graphics.image,'ButtonDownFcn', @getSecondVerticalClick); 
0231         end 
0232         if s.clickingFunctionValue == 2 
0233             current_pt = round(get(graphics.axis, 'CurrentPoint')); 
0234             s.pt1 = current_pt(3) 
0235             stop(player) 
0236             clear playsnd 
0237             clear sound       
0238             playSong 
0239         end 
0240         if s.clickingFunctionValue == 3 
0241             stop(player) 
0242             clear playsnd 
0243             clear sound 
0244             % We only need the x coordinate of CurrentPoint 
0245             s.pt1 = current_pt(1) 
0246             s.numOfRowToShift = current_pt(3) 
0247             % when you get the second click you can switch the places of 
0248             % the first and second rows clicked.  (not exactly) 
0249             switch s.quickAlign 
0250                 case 1 
0251                     getSecondHorizontalClick; 
0252                 case 2 
0253                     set(graphics.image,'ButtonDownFcn', @getSecondHorizontalClick); 
0254             end 
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0255         end 
0256     end 
0257  
0258     function getSecondVerticalClick(varargin) 
0259         current_pt = round(get(graphics.axis, 'CurrentPoint')) 
0260         s.pt2 = current_pt(3); 
0261         difference = s.pt2 - s.pt1; 
0262         rowOrder_temp = s.rowOrder; 
0263         rowOrder_temp(s.pt2) = s.rowOrder(s.pt1); 
0264         if difference > 0 
0265             rowOrder_temp(s.pt1:s.pt2-1) = s.rowOrder(s.pt1 + 1:s.pt2); 
0266         end 
0267         if difference < 0 
0268             rowOrder_temp(s.pt2 + 1:s.pt1) = s.rowOrder(s.pt2:s.pt1 - 1); 
0269         end 
0270          
0271         s.rowOrder = rowOrder_temp; 
0272         s.repMatRow = repmat(s.rowOrder, 1, s.sz(2)); 
0273         s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder) 
0274         s.columnShiftMat = bsxfun(@plus, s.repMatCol, s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder)); 
0275         s.s2i = sub2ind(s.sz(1:2), s.repMatRow(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3), 
s.columnShiftMat(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3)); 
0276         set(graphics.image,'cdata', s.sheet(s.s2i)); 
0277         set(graphics.image,'ButtonDownFcn', @decide); 
0278     end 
0279  
0280     function getSecondHorizontalClick(varargin) 
0281         current_pt = round(get(graphics.axis, 'CurrentPoint')) 
0282         switch s.quickAlign 
0283             case 1 
0284                 s.pt2 = s.quickAlignValue; 
0285             case 2 
0286                 s.pt2 = current_pt(1); 
0287         end 
0288         difference = s.pt1 - s.pt2; 
0289         if s.shiftsLR(s.numOfRowToShift) + difference < length(s.shiftable(1,:, 1))/3 && ... 
0290                 s.shiftsLR(s.numOfRowToShift) + difference > -length(s.shiftable(1,:, 1))/3 
0291             s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder(s.numOfRowToShift)) = 
s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder(s.numOfRowToShift)) + difference 
0292         end 
0293          
0294         s.columnShiftMat = bsxfun(@plus, s.repMatCol, s.shiftsLR(s.rowOrder)); 
0295         s.s2i = sub2ind(s.sz(1:2), s.repMatRow(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3), 
s.columnShiftMat(:, s.sz(2)/3+1:s.sz(2)*2/3)); 
0296         set(graphics.image,'cdata', s.sheet(s.s2i)); 
0297         set(graphics.image,'ButtonDownFcn', @decide); 
0298     end 
0299  
0300     function playSong(varargin) 
0301         pt = round(get(graphics.axis, 'CurrentPoint')) 
0302         s.pt1 = pt(3) 
0303          
0304         % withFirstRowOrder=get(axisChild,'CData'); 
0305         % fileNum = withFirstRowOrder(pt1,1) 
0306         s.fileNum = s.rowOrder(s.pt1); 
0307         % beginIndex = struct(1).events.beginIndex(fileNum) 
0308          
0309         % theres 44100 samples per second in the original file. 
0310         % the data is 1000 samples per second. 
0311         % so there's 1 data sample for every 44 sound samples. 
0312         soundLen = s.soundfiles(s.fileNum).len 
0313         s.plot_len = round(soundLen/44.1) 
0314         rowLen = length(s.array3D(1,:,1)) 
0315 %         s.plotStartPoint = pt(1) - rowLen + s.plot_len 
0316         s.plotStartPoint = pt(1) 
0317  
0318 %         s.plotStartPoint = rowLen - (s.plot_len - pt(1)) 
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0319         soundStartPoint = soundLen - round((rowLen - pt(1)-s.shiftsLR(s.fileNum))*44.1) 
0320         %startPoint = 1; 
0321         %         sample = struct(fileNum).original(startPoint:end); 
0322          
0323         sound = s.soundfiles(s.fileNum).audio;size(sound) 
0324         s.sample = sound(soundStartPoint:max(size(sound))); 
0325         if soundLen - soundStartPoint > 250 
0326             fadeIn = 0:1/220:219/220; 
0327             if size(fadeIn) == size(s.sample(1:220)) 
0328                 s.sample(1:220) = s.sample(1:220).*fadeIn; 
0329             else 
0330                 s.sample(1:220) = s.sample(1:220).*fadeIn'; 
0331             end 
0332         end 
0333         stop(player) 
0334         s.soundfiles(s.fileNum).string 
0335          
0336         player = audioplayer(s.sample,22050*2*s.speedValue); 
0337         player.TimerFcn = {@plotMarker, player, graphics.fig, s.pt1}; 
0338         player.TimerPeriod = 0.01; 
0339         play(player) 
0340          
0341     end 
0342  
0343     function plotMarker(obj, eventdata, player, figHandle, pt1) 
0344         if strcmp(player.Running, 'on') 
0345             hold on; 
0346 %             % get the currently playing sample 
0347             x = player.CurrentSample; 
0348             %len = s.soundfiles(s.fileNum).len/44.1 
0349 s.plotStartPoint + x/44.1; 
0350             set(graphics.playerDot, 'xdata', s.plotStartPoint + (x - 
s.shiftsLR(s.fileNum))/44.1, 'ydata', s.pt1);  
0351             hold off; 
0352              
0353         end 
0354     end 
0355  
0356 % set s.pt1 s.pt2 s.rowOrder array3D shiftable 
0357 % a.shiftable = cat(2, zeros(size(a.array3D)), a.array3D, zeros(size(a.array3D))); 
0358 % a.sz = size(a.shiftable); 
0359 % shiftsLR = zeros(size(array3D(:,1,1))); 
0360 % a.repMatCol = repmat(1:a.sz(2), a.sz(1), 1); 
0361 % a.columnShiftMat = bsxfun(@plus, a.repMatCol, a.shiftsLR(a.rowOrder)); 
0362 % > a.repMatRow = repmat(a.rowOrder, 1, a.sz(2)); 
0363 % a.sheet = a.shiftable(:, :, a.feature_number); 
0364 % a.feature_number = 1; 
0365 % a.clickingFunctionValue = 1; 
0366 % a.s2i 
0367 % a.sheet 
0368 % a.soundfiles 
0369 % a.speedValue 
0370 end  




0001 function output = insert_at(array, segment, insert_pt) 
0002 % output = [array(1:segment(1)-1),array(segment(1)+1:segment) 
0003 if segment(1) > segment(2) 
0004     error('The segment does not exist. Try again.') 
0005 end 
0006      
0007 if insert_pt < segment(2) && insert_pt > segment(1) 
0008     error('The insert point is inside the segment. Try again.') 
0009 elseif insert_pt < segment(1) 
0010     output = [array(1:insert_pt-1);array(segment(1):segment(2));... 
0011     array(insert_pt:segment(1)-1);array(segment(2)+1:end)] 
0012 else 
0013     output = [array(1:segment(1)-1);array(segment(2)+1:insert_pt);... 
0014     array(segment(1):segment(2));array(insert_pt+1:end)] 
0015 end 
!  
6.2 Instructions for using the Song Sorting GUI 
6.2.1 Getting Started 
Start with batch analysis via SAP. After batching the song data as 1 sample per millisecond raw 
features tables find the name of the raw features table and use it as the argument in the following 
command: 
[threeDMatrix, features] = getDataMatrixFromMysql(‘rawFeaturesTable’); 
You may have to replace ‘localhost’, ‘root’ and ‘sap2011’ in this file with the appropriate 
directory, username and password.  You will replace items in the following line of the code: 
mysql(‘open’, ‘localhost’, ‘root’, ‘sap2011′); 
In another line of code you may have to replace ‘sap’ with the name of your mysql database 
containing raw features: 
mysql(‘use sap’); 
Now that you have the variables ‘threeDMatrix’ and ‘features,’ create a structure, ‘figData’ with 
the following fields (you literally do this by running the following commands): 
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figData.array3D = threeDMatrix; 
figData.features = features; 
Make sure the ‘setup.m’ file is on your path. Now run the command: setup(figData). You will 
immediately be prompted to choose the folder containing the sound files that you batched in 
sap.  Once you do so the GUI will take a moment to link the files to the GUI. 
The GUI will load an image file representing your data and you can begin to use it for sorting. 
6.2.2 GUI features 
Select feature: amplitude | mean_frequency_amp | pitch | mean_frequency | FM | am | 
goodness | entropy | peak_frequency | continuity_t | continuity_f   
Use any of the 11 features extracted using SAP to view the data. 
Listen | ShiftLR | Rearrange  
This drop down menu allows you to choose from three major functions: “Listen,” “Shift LR,” 
and “Rearrange.” 
Listen: click on a row in your image file. The corresponding sound file will play starting at the 
point in the sound that corresponds to the horizontal point in the image row that you clicked. 
An options menu will appear offering you different percentages of full speed at which to listen: 
0.25 | 0.5 | 1.0 | 2.0 
Shift LR: When you select this a menu will appear that allows you to turn the “quick align” 
function on or off. Quick-align on: You are prompted to choose the point in the x-axis that is 
your alignment point. When you click on a row the point you click horizontally will be shifted to 
the quick align value. Quick-align off: Click on a horizontal point in the row to be moved then 
click the second point where the first point should shift to.  The row will shift accordingly. 
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Rearrange: Click the row that you want to move. Then click the row you row where you want it 
moved.  The first row will move to the new position and the rows in between will shift 
accordingly. 
Buttons: ‘Save’ and ‘Move Group’ 
Save: Click the save button and a window will open allowing you to browse for the folder you 
want to save your figure data in. After you choose the folder a dialog box will ask you to name 
your data. A mat file with your chosen name will be saved in the folder with the same name that 
contains a ‘figData’ structure.  When you later load this mat file and then run the command 
setup(figData) your saved figure will be loaded.  You do need to choose a sound files folder 
again because the sound files were already associated with the data. Note: the saved files will be 
large because they contain all of your sound data.  This allows for  
Move Group: This button allows for another method of vertical shifting. It allows you to shift 
groups of rows. Click “move” and a dialog box will appear. Enter the numbers of the first and 
last rows of the segment to be moved. Enter the row where you would like the segment 
‘inserted.’  Click ‘OK’ and the segment will be inserted. the rows between the segment and the 
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